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EXCLUSIVE
REGINA TAVANI
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

20 students were issued court sum¬
mons when the Lewiston Police De¬
partment (LPD) broke up a party at 26
White St. in the early morning hours of
Sunday, Nov. 15th.
According to recently-appoint¬
ed LPD deputy police chief James
Minkowsky, the officers were dis¬
patched in response to a call at 1:48
a.m. reporting a noise disturbance at
the residence, known to students as
“Green House.”
Summons were issued for both
providing a place for minors to con¬
sume alcohol and for consumption by
minors. Minkowsky was not on duty at
the time and did not have information
regarding the breakdown of the two
types among the 20 summons issued.
Students present at the scene re¬
ported that police officers approached
the house’s porch, requesting that the
residents of the house come outside.
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LPD Issues Court Summons to 20
Students at Off-Campus Residence
Two residents came outside, while
three residents who were unable to be
located at the time remained indoors.
The remaining two residents were
home for the weekend.
Students present were in agreement
that six cops arrived on the scene. They
reported that while at least three or four
officers issued summons, two entered
the house and searched all unlocked
rooms and the basement. The officers
knocked on locked bedroom doors but
did not proceed to enter. Dogs were
also present on the scene, but did not
enter the house.
A member of the Class of 2012, who
wished to remain anonymous, said that
the officers did not perform any breath¬
alyzer tests, although a number of stu¬
dents in attendance were sober. These
students were issued summons as well.
Another member of the class of
2012 noted that an officer gave him a
summons but never asked if he was
drinking, instead asking only for his
name and identification.

“I think they should have just told
everyone to leave, especially if it was
just a noise complaint," he said.
The previously referenced mem¬
ber of the Class of 2012 also noted
that one officer repeatedly used ex¬
pletives at the students and referred
to them as “idiots,” although the stu¬
dent noted that most students present
were very compliant.
A resident of the house concurred,
“We were all extremely cooperative and
polite, but I felt like I was bullied. I felt
like a freshman in high school being
harassed by a senior.”
Said another, “Anytime we asked a
question or questioned [the officers’]
actions, we were threatened with arrest
and spending the night in jail. If we’re
cooperating with them, and recognized
we were doing something wrong, they
didn’t need to give us an attitude.”
Other students reported more
positive interactions with the officers.
“The only interaction I had with a cop
was good, and he even apologized to

me as he gave me a summons,” said
one student.
“But,” she continued, “I do think
it was unreasonable to not breathalize
anyone and still give out summons.”
The actions of the LPD came under
particular scrutiny by many students in
light of its treatment of a recent incident
regarding an intruder at the off-campus
residence of 75 Elm St.
On Tuesday, Oct. 10th at approxi¬
mately 8:45 a.m., one resident of the
house, currently rented by nine male
members of the Class of 2010, walked
downstairs to find a male intruder in
the living room who claimed to be
looking for bottles. The resident chased
him out and emphatically asked him to
leave, according to Michael Wenc TO,
another 75 Elm St. resident.
The resident dialed 911 immedi¬
ately and provided a description of the
intruder. The incident was the third in¬
trusion of the house thus far this year,
See STUDENTS QUESTION, page 6

William Shakespeare's
Works Revisited

GARDINER NARDINI
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

President Hansen recently visited
New York City to attend the 22nd An¬
nual Higher Education Media Roundta¬
ble, which was hosted by Arizona State
University President Michael Crow.
The discussion, which took place
on Nov. 4th at the Harvard Club, in¬
cluded nine college and university
presidents from across the country and
roughly 24 members of the national
news media. Accompanying the presi¬
dents were communications officers
from each institution.
Director of the Office of Communi¬
cations and Media Relations Bryan Mc¬
Nulty attended the conference along¬
side Hansen and observed the talk
firsthand. He emphasized that while the
forum was designed to kindle dialogue
among the various presidents and me¬
dia attending, it also provided a venue
for communications officers to interact
with media outlets.
“[It] was an opportunity for Presi¬
dent Hansen to engage on major is¬
sues in higher education with national
media and a small group of her coun¬
HILLARY BOK
terparts from other private and public
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
colleges and universities” he explained.
“It was also a great opportunity for col¬
On Nov. 7th the U.S. House of
lege communications officers to meet
national reporters that we have worked Representatives passed the Affordable
with, and others that we might like to Health Choices Act of 2009, HR 3962,
by a vote of 220-215. The bill is now on
its way through the Senate.

BRIANA GERRISH/THE BATES STUDENT

Healthcare Forum Addresses
Affordable Health Choices Act

See PRESIDENTS CONVENE, page 6
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The Healthcare Forum held on
Nov. 15th in Chase Hall addressed
issues surrounding national health
care reform and explained the sig¬
nificance of the Affordable Health
Choices Act.
Sponsored by Amandla! and the
Harward Center for Community Part¬
nerships, the forum brought togeth¬
er three different perspectives on
healthcare reform. The panel includ¬
ed local physician Dr. Alice Haines,
Maine insurance industry lobbyist
Dan Bernier, and Ali Zander, a Bates
alumna and representative for the
Maine People’s Alliance.
In summary, the Affordable
Health Choices Act is an attempt to
expand coverage to the 40 million
Americans who are uninsured. The
bill includes a government-run in¬
surance plan (the public option) that
would compete with private insur¬
ance companies.
“One of the most contentious
items of the bill is the public option.
From my perspective, the public op¬
tion would put the private insurance
companies at a disadvantage, be¬
cause the government-run insurance
plan would not be required to pay
taxes,” Bernier said. “This puts the
public option at a six percent ad¬
vantage over any private company,
and that is a very hard advantage to
overcome. Private insurance compa¬
nies have to comply with state insur¬
ance regulations. This is why I think
that the public option is not playing

The Voice of
Bates College
Since 1873.

by the same rules as everyone else.”
The physician on the panel also of¬
fered her opinion of the public option.
“This whole idea of a public op¬
tion being scary because it will run
up healthcare costs is a little bit
silly,” Haines said. “We have a VA
program that is pretty efficient. With
government programs, patients can
negotiate drug prices. This means
that if there is concern over patients
running up the bill because they
don’t care about the price of a $10
prescription versus a $200 prescrip¬
tion, a public option run correctly
would eliminate this concern.”
In addition to the -public op¬
tion, the Affordable Health Choices
Act requires that all Americans have
some form of health insurance and
also prohibits private companies
from denying coverage to people
with pre-existing conditions. In or¬
der to pay for these changes, the bill
includes a surtax on all households
with incomes above $350,000.
Another issue addressed by the
panel was the problem of the unin¬
sured and misconceptions about the
group of people who do not have
health insurance.
“Washington is taking the ap¬
proach to the uninsured as people
who are poor in health. The unin¬
sured are people who are predomi¬
nately in good health. The poor in
health find a way to buy health inSee, HEALTHCARE REFORM, page 6

New Student
Philanthropy
Club Promotes
“Conscious
Capitalism”
GARDINER NARDINI
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

President Hansen’s mid-semester
update, released on Nov. 5th, shed light
on Bates’ recent financial status and
the College's enrollment figures this
year. According to the report, the FY09
(Fiscal Year 2009) budget was success¬
fully balanced, and the Bates Fund was
able to reach its annual FY09 goal “de¬
spite trying times.” The FY10 budget is
purportedly in line with expectations,
while “CSI Lewiston” (Cost-Saving Ini¬
tiatives Lewiston) trimmed departmen¬
tal operating costs by an aggregate
$600,000. The current first-year class
broke records in ethnic and national di¬
versity, and as of the beginning of Oc¬
tober the Class of 2013 was only four
students over the target enrollment.
The report also remarked on Bates’
endowment, which as of June 30th,
2009, had shrunk 26 percent. “This past
year we witnessed stress iri the invest¬
ment environment the likes of which
we have not seen since the 1930s,” em¬
phasized Hansen. “Moreover, this col¬
lapse adversely affected all asset classes
around the world. Bates was not im¬
mune to these shocks.”
At the end of FY08 (Fiscal Year
2008), the endowment totaled $267 mil¬
lion after providing for 13.4 percent of
the year’s operating budget. The en¬
dowment currently sits slightly under
$200 million. Hansen explained that
due to Bates’ finance protocol, losses
are distributed over several years and
the decrease won’t be felt until FY12
when the school will face a $2.5 million
budget deficit.
In order to meet the constantly
growing demands of the Bates com¬
munity and those seeking entry, as well
as to close the budget gap, Hansen de¬
fines four necessary agents of growth in
these harsh economic times: “increasing
revenues, boosting fundraising, cutting
operations, and reducing salary and
benefits.” She explained that in addition
to the administration’s efforts to imple¬
ment an effective solution, student-run
efforts have been established to pro¬
mote fundraising. She mentioned spe¬
cifically the recently-founded Bates Stu¬
dent Philanthropy Club (BSPC).
“I’m so excited that students are
forming this Philanthropy Club - they
are part of the [fundraising] solution.
Obviously it’s not the only solution, and
we have other agendas for economic
reform,” said Hansen. “But we have to
focus on maintaining our costs and do¬
ing our best to keep them down. [Bates’
program] is an expensive model.”
The BSPC, founded earlier this
year, is headed by club president and
founder Walter Garcia ’ll. Garcia first
gained insight into the development
process during his tenure as “Presi¬
dent for a Day,” in his sophomore year
when he met with Vice President for
College Advancement Kelly Kerner. “In
our meeting it became obvious that a
lot more goes into fundraising for Bates
than we all think about - the actual
cost of a Bates education is $68,000 per
year- and so we’re only paying 80 per¬
cent” explained Garcia. “The question
we asked is ‘how do we get students
to recognize that giving back is a big
deal?’ Bates would not be Bates if
we didn’t have the generosity of our
alumni, their dedication.”
Garcia worked with the advance¬
ment team last summer to design the
club and get if off of the ground. The
BSPC seeks to immerse its members
in the philanthropic process, from es¬
tablishing a grant or scholarship and
finding financial backing to regulating
the application process and prioritiz¬
ing how contributions are used. While
the club is currently establishing itself
through Bates-related initiatives, it envi¬
sions a broader scope by which it can
help Lewiston-Auburn. By doing so,
Garcia explained, members and observ¬
ers will learn how important it is to give
back, whether to an educational insti¬
tution, a charity, a community or other
beneficial cause.
“I think the club is another way that
Bates is reinforcing its mission, when
See PHILANTHROPY CLUB, page 6
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Students’ Response
Letter to the Editor:
to Question 1
Arts & Living Section Fails to
Outcome Reveals
Adequately Cover Bates Arts
Hypocrisy, Ignorance
and that the other side was merely ig¬
norant, stupid, narrow-minded and
wrong. In privileging her own opinion
over that of “Mainers,” Miller asserts
superiority over this group.
But what “group” is this? Miller re¬
fers again and again to “Maine” in her
article as a single, uniform entity dis¬
tinct from Bates. This distinction implies
that no Bates students are from Maine,
that all Bates students held an opposing
opinion to this “Maine,” and that no one
comprising this “Maine” voted “no” on
the question.
Yet as we know, the situation is
quite different. Nearly ten percent of the
student body is comprised of Maine res¬
idents, some of the student body either
voted “yes” or would have should they
have been forced to vote, and, most im¬
portantly, a significant number of Maine
residents voted “no” on the question. In
fact, as The Student itself reported last
week based on reporting in the Ban¬
gor Daily News, supporters of the re¬
peal trumped those opposing it by only
5.64 percent. Lewiston did not vote gay
marriage down by a landslide, either as Miller mentioned in her piece, Lew¬
iston voted “yes” 59 to 41. To say that
“Maine,” then, is against gay marriage
is a gross misapprehension of the data.
Indeed, quite a few Maine residents ac¬
tually shared Millers’ sentiments.
I am also concerned by how lib¬
erally the Bates community lambasts
Catholics and Christians (often incor¬
rectly using the two terms interchange¬
ably). While I agree with Miller that the
Catholic Church should, frankly, mind
its own business on the issue and not
interfere with the separation of church
and state, I do not believe it is correct
to posit Catholics as somehow inferior,
to use terminology such as “But such
people do exist. And many of them are
living in Maine,” in reference to them as
though they are some kind of gravely
evil cult we should all fear.
This kind of talk about Christians,
and Catholics in particular, is common
at Bates and widely accepted. As a Cath¬
olic myself, I am well aware of it. An
editorial in The Williams Record a few
years ago stated, “Catholicism is the last

REGINA TAVANI
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

With the recent
overturn of gay mar¬
riage as a legal insti¬
tution in Maine, many
in the Bates community feel letdown,
betrayed and frustrated with those in
the state who voted “yes” on the bal¬
lot. While they have every right to feel
as such, those who desired the oppo¬
site outcome should not be so quick to
point fingers or make gross generaliza¬
tions and condemnations about those
voters in efforts to assert that their own
opinion is an infallible truth. Doing so
goes against every tenet of a liberal arts
education aimed to make us accepting,
open-minded individuals. And yet this
kind of attitude is alarmingly prevalent
at Bates, making me wonder just how
open-minded and accepting - just how
“liberal” - we truly are.
I would like to preface this discus¬
sion by stating that I support gay mar¬
riage. In fact, when I saw the election’s
outcome posted on the New York
Times’ homepage, I felt deeply disap¬
pointed, and more than a bit surprised.
However, I quickly accepted the reality
that this was how the majority - a slim
majority, I may add - felt. The state of
Maine voiced its opinion on an issue,
its opinion was recognized, and state
law was altered in accordance. So goes
the democratic process of referendums,
one of the most direct voting measures
citizens in the United States have. Like
it or not, the residents of Maine spoke,
and spoke directly.
While many in the Bates commu¬
nity may not agree with this outcome,
as the truly liberal citizens we claim
to be, it is now our duty to agree to
disagree. I cannot say, however, that I
have been seeing much of this agree¬
ment going on. Liz Miller’s opinioneditorial “Question 1 Results Point to
Discrepancy in Bates/Maine Attitudes,
Values,” published in last week’s Stu¬
dent, typified the precise kind of ig¬
norance and elitism that concerns me
so deeply. Implicit in the editorial was
a belief that her own opinion on the
issue was the objectively correct one,

See LIBERALISM, page 4

Corrections: The article “Considering Contempo
rary Art” in the Nov. 10th issue of The Bates Student
mistakenly reported the artist’s name as Olaful Elias
son. The artist’s first name is actually Olafur.
The article “Off-Campus Assault Incidents Will
Not Alter Security Protocol” incorrectly refers to the
“LAPD.” There is no such precinct; the precinct invovled was the Lewiston Police Department (LPD).

To the Editor:
Since the graduation of Jessica
Sawyer ’09 last year, the coverage of
the arts in the now ironically-named
Arts & Living section has fallen off to
almost nothing. Jessica apparently took
it upon herself to cover the arts rather
than arts coverage being a priority of
the Bates Student as we in the arts had
hoped. It was very exciting last year to
open the paper and get a sense that
While we appreciate your concern
•egarding coverage of the arts in The
Student, it would be helpful to know preisely which aspects of the arts you feel
ve underrepresented It is our belief that
iur coverage of the arts so far this year
Has been equal to that of years past. Al¬
though it may be the case that the empha¬
sis of the section has shifted somewhat, we
io not believe that it has not been to the
letriment of any of the arts associations
m campus. At The Student, we put forth
rvery effort to maintain a policy of hav¬
ing our reporters attend all arts events;
'■towever, due to space limitations we are
sometimes unfortunately forced to publish
’hat which we feel is most newsworthy in
i given week Recent coverage of the arts
Has included The Robinson Player’s Eve¬

this community actually was interested
in the arts and to hear a student voice
on arts events, to see a small reflection
of the number of arts events offered
every single week on this campus that
affect thousands of students, faculty,
staff and community members in any
given month. If you have no one on
staff with the art bug, perhaps it is time
to look for one or two who foster that
interest. There are occasional reviews
on arts events, but the presence of the

arts is greatly diminished. Without the
real presence of the arts in the Arts &
Living section, it reads more like Sports
& Living this semester. Thank you for
your attention to this matter of great
importance to the many arts focused
people on this campus.
Carol Dilley
Director of Dance
Bates College

ning of One Acts, the Strange Bedfellows' fact, we feel that the opposite is true. The
second production of the year and Art- leadership in Arts & Living this semester
Commons, to name a few undoubtedly art- has contributed greatly to an expansion
focused events. This issue covers the fall in the coverage of arts that is representa¬
main stage production “All the World’s a tive of the varied interests present in the
Grave, ” the Bates-Colby a cappella con¬ Bates community. While we recognize the
cert, the unDischarged concert and the increase in The Student’s coverage of munew student membership program at the sic-oriented aspects of the arts, we believe
Museum of Art, along with our usual at¬ this is a step in the right direction and one
tention to other facets of the arts including which addresses a lack of such coverage
WRBC DJ of the Week, restaurant reviews in previous years. Nonetheless, we stand
and coverage of regional art exhibits. We firm that our present coverage in the Arts
feel that it is particularly important to pay & Living section has not inadequately rep¬
attention to not only the traditional art resented the presence of the arts and the
performances on campus, but other mani¬ many arts-focused people on campus.
festations of student creativity as well. It is
for these reasons that we challenge your
Regina Tavani, Editor-in-Chief
statement that the presence of the arts
Zoe Rosenthal, Deputy
in The Student is greatly diminished In
Editor-in-Chief

In all honestly, Carol Dilley’s letter to Bates Museum of Art, lectures by au¬
'he editor was hard to read and it is hard¬ thors and poets, student improvisational
er still to see it in print. However, I believe comedy shows, student a cappella con¬
the Arts & Living section of the Bates Stu- certs, album reviews, DJs of the Week,
ient is a point of pride notjustfor the edi¬ film reviews, restaurant reviews and
tors and writers who devote their time to it more. To say the arts are not being rep¬
•ach week, but for all it seeks to represent, resented is simply a false claim.
am prepared to defend it fiercely.
We have also purposefully included
To say the section is "ironically" reviews from galleries in Portland, as well
■tamed is an insult not only to the staff as feature pieces, in an attempt to broaden
hat works to organize it, but it is also our scope and coverage of the arts and to
m outrageous discredit to the countless get our readers thinking creatively about
ztudent contributors who deem media on the arts present both on and off campus.
ampus a priority. These student writers
I can only assume that this letter was
ve dedicated and make time in their busy bom out ofthe desire for a greater level of
schedules to bring well-deserved attention attention to a particidar area of the arts. I
o the arts-related efforts of their peers.
can absolutely understand this desire, be¬
I do believe that Jessica Sawyer cause fair representation is something all
nanaged Arts & Living well before me, editors strive to achieve. The Bates Stu¬
Hut I do not believe the section has suf¬ dent belongs to the student body at large,
fered in her absence. The Bates Student and The Student staff does its best to cater
naff does not currently lack an appre- our coverage to a variety of arts-related
iation for the arts, nor do the section’s interests. Our weekly choices are inten¬
vriters, and the coverage of arts on tional, as we seek to accurately represent
zampus has in no way diminished.
the interests of our readers.
This semester, we have covered stuThe reality is that with limited time,
ient plays, on-going exhibitions at the a small staff and only three pages for the

arts section, we often fall short of cover¬
ing all that we might like to in a given
week. Our limitations as a student paper
are a hard reality, and although it would
be naive to believe that we could please
100 percent of our readers, it is not un¬
reasonable to expect that our readers and
the community we serve would at least re¬
spect our efforts.
I am not ignorant of media ethics and
I am not preaching censorship. Everyone
is entitled to his or her opinion just as I
am entitled to respectfully disagree. Sug¬
gestions on how the Arts & Living section
could be improved are always welcome.
However, unfounded and frankly offensive
claims about a sweeping lack of interest in
the arts among The Student staff are un¬
deserved, unconstructive and counterpro¬
ductive. Fairer representation might be
better served through constructive feed¬
back or by engaging in dialogue, rather
than denigrating the efforts made by many
to support and report the arts at Bates.
Elizabeth Rowley
Managing Arts & Living Editor

Amazon’s Kindle:
The iPod of Books, Papers
and Everything Else
Cfje pates; ibtubent
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BLAISE LUCEY
ASSISTANT FORUM
EDITOR
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Remember CDs?
You may have even
handled one recently, if you were
illegally burning music for a friend
or if you found a Limp Bizkit album
in your closet from eighth grade.
They’re a dying breed. Tapes came
before them, eight-tracks before that
(I have yet to meet someone our age
who even knows what these are),
and records preceded them all. What
came before that? Well, concerts.
Music has been evolving ever since
we could plug something into a wall.
Nowadays, the chunk of alienating
metal known as the Ipod can hold
more music than we could listen to
in a month.
Books have been a relatively stable
medium for centuries. But the Kindle
is about to change all of that. There
are two problems with making books
electronic. The first one is that reading
a book from a screen is like punching
your eyes in the face, if your eyes had
a face. Apparently, though, hundreds
of hours of innovative research hours
have solved this problem: according
to Amazon’s website, the Kindle “uti¬
lizes the latest in electronic-ink dis¬
play technology” to make reading the
text easier on your eyes. That takes
care of that. I’ve seen one. It really is
just like paper.
But, the second problem with

making books electronic is harder to
solve. People who read from Kindles
look like complete doofuses. It es¬
sentially looks like an anorexic iPod,
but bigger. Imagine holding one of
those on the train and squinting at it
while trying to read the latest book
in the Twilight series (tentatively titled
“A Three Hundred Page Description
of Edward Cullen”). However, this
might change in the near future when
enough people normalize the appear¬
ance of reading Dostoevsky from a
slab of glass and wires.
When it comes down to it, the
Kindle has rather appealing features:
a built-in dictionary, the ability to an¬
notate and bookmark anything you
want, wireless access to Wikipedia,
and the ability to buy a book in less
than a minute for ten dollars or less.
You can extract and save quotes from
books and, of course, have as many
books as you want on it. People might
even read more, given the tremendous
ease of obtaining new material.
Who loses in this equation? Book¬
stores. Every bookstore will be de¬
stroyed with the rise of the Kindle.
The implications actually have a star¬
tling magnitude. What’s the point of
libraries and bookstores in an age
where you actually have a device that
can access any of the books and arti¬
cles in it? How can libraries even exist
then? If they went online, would we
be able to check out all of the books
we normally could? That sounds sus¬
piciously like Napster or Limewire. We
would just be able to download the

literature and have it forever.
Imagine if you went to someone’s
house and saw a completely blank
bookshelf, with a single Kindle in
the middle of it. “I read all the time,”
they would say, “just look at how
many books I have on this thing.”
Maybe we could use Kindles to judge
people by the books they read, just
like we already use people’s iPods to
judge them by their music. Speaking
of which, there’s already Kindle sup¬
port for iPhones and there will soon
be support for Blackberries, too.
We are becoming a paperless
society, to a degree that we don’t
even realize yet. When the Kindle
becomes recognized as an accept¬
able medium - and it will - that
could mark the beginning of the
end for printed papers in schools
and the workforce. We already pre¬
fer to e-mail assignments to teach¬
ers. We’re soon going to reach
the point where the assignments,
with grades and corrections, are
simply e-mailed back. Meanwhile,
any company budget would ben¬
efit from the lack of photocopies,
memos and reports that are printed
or faxed.
The device that connects us to
the Internet, allows us to watch
television, call people, play mu¬
sic, and store books along with all
other papers is still on the way, but
we’re very close. It’ll just take a
buyout or a merger and we’ll have
it. I’ve already thought of a name:
the iLife.

<
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Attention to American BATES RATES
Hikers Detained in Iran
Must Be Maintained
It was great having
a video available for
those too awkward
to dance.

MARIAM ALAM
MANAGING
FORUM EDITOR

In the beginning of
August, I was contacted
by a representative from NBC Philadel¬
phia who wanted permission to pub¬
lish a picture I had taken of my friend
Joshua Fattal, who worked as a teaching
assistant on the traveling study abroad
program I participated in. I responded
quickly with, “Sure, if Josh is okay with
it.” But, when I clicked on the link to the
NBC article, I discovered that there was
no way to know if Josh would be okay
with his picture being broadcast across
the media.
Josh and two of his friends, Sarah
Shourd and Shane Bauer, had been
hiking in Iraqi Kurdistan, a region near
the Iran-Iraq border renowned for its
beautiful scenery, when they acciden¬
tally crossed over into Iran and were ar¬
rested by Iranian authorities. The three
hikers have been detained in Iran since
July 31st and are currently being held
in the notorious Evin prison in Tehran
(NYTimes.com). Since the United States
broke off diplomatic relations with Iran
following the 1979 Iranian hostage cri¬
sis, the Swiss have acted as representa¬
tives for the States in Iran, making ne¬
gotiations to free the three U.S. citizens
somewhat difficult. On Sept. 29th and
again on Oct. 30th, Swiss diplomats
were allowed to visit the three hikers,
reporting that the detainees appeared
physically healthy, but had not been
allowed to see each other since their
arrest (Associated Press). Since Iran
granted the Swiss consular access to
the hikers, the friends and family mem¬
bers of the three detainees have been
allowed to write them letters, delivered
by the Swiss embassy. Although the U.S.
has, on numerous occasions, called for

the release of Josh, Sarah and Shane, in
addition to multiple appeals from Secre¬
tary of State Hillary Clinton and a unani¬
mous resolution passed on Capitol Hill
to encourage Iran to free the hikers,
little progress has been made toward
bringing the three home.
Last week, cause for concern in this
already disastrous situation mounted.
On Nov. 9th, Iran’s official Islamic Re¬
public News Agency reported that Ira¬
nian authorities were accusing the three
hikers of espionage and that investiga¬
tions would ensue (NYTimes.com).
From the standpoint of a friend,
this situation has been distressing
from the start, yet this last piece
of news from Iran adds a particu¬
larly troubling turn to the chain of
events. I wholeheartedly believe
that Josh and his friends had no
intention of trespassing into Iran,
and were certainly not spying.
An active hiker and outdoorsman,
Josh merely found himself in the
wrong place at the wrong time.
Though I cannot say I was par¬
ticularly optimistic about his fate
from the start given Iran’s past his¬
tory of detaining Americans, I have
been heartened by my knowledge
of Josh’s amazing mental strength
and positive outlook on life. Dur¬
ing my time abroad, Josh acted not
only as a teaching assistant, but
also as a close friend to all 33 stu¬
dents on the trip, helping each of
us through our personal struggles
and encouraging us to look in new
directions to gain as much as pos¬
sible from our travels. I have faith
that Josh’s optimism and curiosity
have helped him get through the
difficult months he has spent in an
Iranian prison.
Yet with an accusation of espio¬
nage levied against him, Josh will
likely face many more months and

possibly years in detention. Though
I was originally hesitant to write an
article on his arrest, fearing it would
appear trite or insufficient in the larger
situation, I now realize that the most
important thing that can be done on
this end of the conflict is to keep Josh
and his friends in the thoughts of the
public. The hikers are being used as
leverage in the greater struggle be¬
tween Iran and the U.S. With Iran in¬
sistent on its right to hold and develop
nuclear arms, the three American de¬
tainees serve as a strong tool for nego¬
tiation. In addition, Iranian President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad has respond¬
ed to U.S. appeals to free the hikers by
pointing to the continued imprison¬
ment of five Iranian diplomats by U.S.
troops. Ahmadinejad has said that if
the U.S. releases these Iranians, Iran
will be “ready to engage in reciprocal
action” (reuters.com).
Although the Iranian President has
said that he hopes the hikers will be
freed soon, he claims that the hikers’
fate rests in the decisions of the Irani¬
an courts and not in his own political
power. Yet, their continued detention
and the repeated mention of American
injustices against Iran reflect the detain¬
ees use as political pawns in the tension
between the two nations. Though the
families of the three hikers initially tried
to keep their arrest out of the media in
an effort to lessen the likelihood that
Josh, Shane and Sarah would be used
by Iran in this manner, it now seems
that illuminating their manipulation as
political pawns would be more advanta¬
geous than possible inattention to their
condition. It is crucial that the U.S. gov¬
ernment not forget the status of these
three Americans in its greater goals of
influencing Iranian policy, as continued
media attention to their situation will
ensure that their lives and their fate are
not forgotten.

Media Portrayal of Fort Hood
Shooting Has Implications
for American Muslims,
Muslims in the Military
AFROZ BAIG
STAFF WRITER

The recent shoot¬
ing at the Fort Hood
military post in Texas
has garnered a lot of
media attention. Thir¬
teen people were killed and 42 were in¬
jured in the shooting, which took place
on Nov. 5th. Particular aspects of the
shootings have been the driving force
behind the discourse taking place in
the media. The religious beliefs of
the suspect, Maj. Nidal Malik Hasan,
have been in the forefront of theories
relating to his motives for carrying
out the shooting.
An American Muslim, Hasan
requested in 2007 that he be al¬
lowed to declare himself a con¬
scientious objector in wars where
he would have to fight other Mus¬
lims. The suspect, according to
The Washington Post, also cited
in a medical seminar presentation
religious differences Muslims may
have with fighting wars against
other Muslims.
Most of the articles written about
Hasan and his “extremist ideology”
during his time at the Uniformed Ser¬
vices University of the Health Sciences
are based off of anonymous sources
that refuse to give their names. One
article on CNN.com cites former class¬
mates who state that Hasan pledged
his alliance to Sharia, or Islamic law,
over the law of the United States and
that the suspect did not think that the
U.S. constitution was a brilliant piece
of scholarship.
According to the same article, the
suspect had been trying to leave the
army since 2001. He was allegedly
teased about his religious beliefs follow¬
ing the September 11th attacks. He was
also the victim of an incident of vandal¬
ism, in which a bumper sticker on his
car stating, “Allah is Love” was keyed,
along with his car.

There is no doubt that the crime
that took place at the Fort Hood army
post was horrendous. Those who were
killed and injured were not asking to be
harmed by the suspect the day of the
shooting. However, what interests me
most is the media sensationalism sur¬
rounding Hasan’s religious background
and its implications for both American
Muslims and the American perception
of Muslims.
When the story first broke there
were reports that the suspect yelled
“Allahu Akbar” before commencing his

“...there is a clear difference
between crimes committed on
behalf of a religion and crimes
where the criminal chooses
to exercise his or her faith in
the process of committing the
crime.”

shooting spree. Just because the suspect
yelled the saying, which means “god is
great” in Arabic, doesn’t make the crime
a religiously motivated one. In the
post- September 11th context it is hard
to know where to draw the line. How¬
ever, it is important to acknowledge
that there is a clear difference between
crimes committed on behalf of religion,
and crimes where the criminal is choos¬
ing to exercise his or her faith in the
process of committing the crime.
According to CNN.com, the Ameri¬
can Muslim community is larger than
seven million individuals. We must
question if media coverage of this crime
paints it as something that was com¬
mitted on behalf of this community,
rather than an action by an individual.
Underlining the crime are issues of ac¬
ceptance of Muslims within the military,
as well as in American society at large.
It is clear in the aftermath of the inci¬

dent that many individuals were willing
to step up to talk about the “extremist”
nature of this individual.
However, many of the same articles
that talk about the suspect as an indi¬
vidual who had an “extremist” ideology
quote his superiors who paint him to
be an individual who, as a psychiatrist
in the military, cared greatly for his pa¬
tients. It is true that individuals have
multiple sides to them. Thus, it is impor¬
tant question how much the image of
the suspect that is painted by the media
is based on Hasan’s religious beliefs.
Hasan was set to be deployed to
Afghanistan later this year, despite his
previous attempts to be exempt from
the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq be¬
cause of his religious beliefs. He had
kept his deployment secret from his
family and was an outspoken op¬
ponent of the wars in Iraq and Af¬
ghanistan. He is by no means the first
soldier to be against these two wars.
However, it is important to con¬
sider what effect the negative media
coverage surrounding his religious
beliefs had not only on him, but also
on other Muslims in the military, and
in the American Muslim community at
large. In the aftermath of such a hor¬
rendous crime, the focus should never
be completely on the suspect, because
there are countless victims to consider
as well. With that being said, the sus¬
pect in this case is now paralyzed from
the waist down, but is still alive. Media
speculation about his motives for com¬
mitting the crime are dangerous as they
have involved his religious beliefs in a
manner that is capable of sparking antiMuslim sentiment within the military.
Although it is not clear, it should be
taken into account that this individual
might have psychological issues that led
him to commit this crime. Because the
suspect is still alive, it may be beneficial
to quell the speculation and wait to see
what the suspect and his attorneys have
to say about the crime, his motives for
committing it, and what factor religion
played, if any, within that process.

CB Squared a capella
concert
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Singing with the
enemy with no pre¬
conditions. Yes, we
can.
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Thankfully, Lewiston
House of Pizza
delivers.

TJ

Classes are replaced
with relatives,
readings with small
talk and tests with
dinner. Have a nice
break!

Thanksgiving Break

Liberalism
Threatens to
Become an
“Absolute Truth"
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

acceptable American prejudice.” Bates
proves this every day. Would we be al¬
lowed to talk in such ways about Jews,
Muslims, Hindus, or Buddhists? No. Yet
we make a convenient exception for Ca¬
tholicism and try to pretend we are not
being prejudiced when we do so. We
rationalize this exception with the belief
that these groups vehemently oppose
what we as liberals stand for. I suppose
this explains why one of my cousins is
both in a long-term homosexual rela¬
tionship and an involved member of his
Episcopalian congregation.
To return to the lumping of Catho¬
lics and Protestants into one uniform
group, Ms. Miller’s editorial cited Lew¬
iston’s large Roman Catholic population
as responsible for the question’s suc¬
cess in Lewiston, but it did not address
Maine’s even larger Protestant popula¬
tion (45 percent of Maine is Protestant,
whereas 37 percent is Catholic) (http://
www.thearda.com/mapsReports/reports/state/23_2000.asp). While it is true
that the Roman Catholic Archdiocese in
Portland contributed funds to the “Yes
on 1” campaign, let us not for one mo¬
ment think that fundamentalist Protes¬
tants did not contribute to the question’s
success as well. In fact, Catholics have
historically voted as the more liberal
Christian denomination, likely due to
their urban, ethnic roots. While this may
be changing, it is not unreasonable to
assume that many Catholics voted “no”
on Question 1. Assuming that each and
every Catholic in the state voted “yes” is
a gross and unfair generalization. By the
same token, it is likely that quite a few
Protestants voted “no” as well.
Generalizations and stereotypes

often incorrectly label people and da
little to foster an accepting community.
Furthermore, both betray a sense of ig¬
norance - the precise opposite of the
“enlightenment” Ms Miller claims typi¬
fies Bates. By the same token, asserting
one’s own opinion as the ultimate, in¬
disputable truth reveals a deep closed¬
mindedness and a refusal to pay respect
and coexist with those with whom we
may disagree.
Friedrich Nietzsche, perhaps most
notable for his proclamation, “God is
dead,” discusses at length how a secu¬
lar “absolute truth” has come to replace
this dead God. This notion of “absolute
truth” is used by its adherents in the
same way religion is used by its own,
contributing further to the violence,
conflict and misunderstanding of our
modern world. Let us not forget that
liberal secularism is a kind of religion,
too. And when we make the claim that
this liberal secularism is the one, true
way, as many religions once did and still
do, we only add fuel to FOX News’ fire
and continue to contribute to ignorance,
misunderstanding and the overall refus¬
al to accept those who disagree with us
as possessing opinions of equal worth.
While many of us may not agree
with the outcome of Question 1, I ask
that we agree to disagree, and accept
and respect the opinion of Maine as it
was spoken. As Miller stated, it is likely
only a matter of time before more and
more people begin to accept gay mar¬
riage. In the meantime, let us be mind¬
ful to shed our ignorance and avoid
generalizing about those who are differ¬
ent, to resist claims that we possess the
one, correct truth, and fully become the
open-minded and accepting citizens we
so often claim to be.

465 Main Street (corner of Main st. a Frye st.) Lewiston,
(207) 689-2166 www.cloud9ds.com
Services include:
"Hair cuts
'Coloring/Foils
"Massage

"Waxing
"Facials ^
"Spa packages

Receive 10% off when you show your Bates Id,
or $5.00 off for new clients with this ad.

Share Your Opinion!
Anyone can write for the Forum section. If you have a reaction or
opinion you would like printed, please e-mail it to malam@bates.
edu by 6 p.m. on Sundays.
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Holiday Breaks
from Bates
Necessary for
Peace of Mind

Pass/Fail Classes:
A Pact with the Devil
reason. She wanted to read the required
novels but not under the pressure of
having to analyze every detail. However,
this plan backfired. Who can resist the
temptation of not working when there
are no repercussions for doing so? We
all say we have a passion for learning,
but let’s be honest, who learns volun¬
tarily? Who chooses to read a novel for
pleasure unless it involves a life or death
situation? I love reading, don’t get me
wrong, but it just ain’t happening right
now. So, my friend is getting an easy
“P,” but she won’t be getting any of the
information that she intended to get out
of the class.
As another of my peers frankly
stated, “Taking a class pass/fail is
like making a pact with the devil.”
She took a language class pass/fail, a
common choice. Learning a language
can be challenging, so why not strive
toward proficiency without the pres¬
sure of worrying about your grade?
Seems foolproof, right? Wrong. She
found herself focusing on papers
and exams, but not necessarily on
participation, which was only ten
percent of the final grade and thus
negligible to her. So, she did not
show the utmost execution with at¬
tendance. However, we forget that
professors have emotions too - they
don’t want to feel as though people
don’t care about their class. Thus,
eventually this professor noticed that
her student was slacking in terms of
participation. This realization influ¬
enced not only my friend’s participa¬
tion and attendance grade, but also
other aspects of the class such as
tests and papers. She evidently came
very close to failing even though she
did much of the work. Pass/fail is ex¬
tremely difficult to deal with if you
want everyone to like you.
This notion rings true among stu¬
dents as well. If you are taking a class
pass/fail with a friend who is taking the
class for a real grade, I guarantee that
you will no longer be friends by the end
of the class. One of you will be kvetching over getting above a 60 percent on
the next exam while the other is actually
trying to study and do well. Inevitably,
she will probably want to punch you in

JAMIE CRAGNOLINE
ASSISTANT FORUM
EDITOR

One of Bates’ aca¬
demic selling points is
the option of taking
up to two classes in the pass/fail grad¬
ing mode. This appealing option has
been dangling in front of me for the
past three years, and I put it off until
my senior year, a popular move at Bates.
What could be better than taking a class
purely for enjoyment and passion, not
having to worry about how well I do?
Turns out that there are a lot of things
better than that.
First, the limitations upon pass/fail
classes are rather absurd. They cannot
be applied toward a general education
requirement, and one must petition to
have a pass/fail course apply toward
a major, minor or concentration. What
classes are even left after that’ Still, even
after finding a class which one is inter¬
ested in but in which he or she may not
do well that is also not a general edu¬
cation requirement, major requirement,
or minor requirement, things do not al¬
ways go as planned.
Through my own experiences, as
well as those of others, I have seen the
pass/fail experience go in several dif¬
ferent directions. In the class that I am
currently taking pass/fail, I have found
myself stressing an inordinate amount
over how much effort to put into the
course. I need to put in enough work
so as not to fail. However, I don’t want
to work too hard because I know I’ll
be mad at myself for getting a high
grade when it doesn’t count for any¬
thing. Finding a balance can be excru¬
ciatingly tricky. Like many of us, I have
been programmed throughout my aca¬
demic career to do well. I still see a
75 on an exam and feel my stomach
churn, so it’s a step in a new direction
to train myself not to get worked up
over this.
You may argue that my approach
is incorrect - shouldn’t I just be focus¬
ing on the material, and whatever hap¬
pens, happens? One of my friends took
an English class pass/fail for that very

the face. Pass/fail can create a terrible
schism between two students as they
tackle the class with completely differ¬
ent mindsets.
I can think of a few ways to effec¬
tively handle a pass/fail class. Perhaps
the best approach is to put forth enough
effort in the beginning portion of the
course until one has statistically no
chance of getting below a 60 percent.
Then, you can slack off in a big way for
the rest of the semester. However, this
method is not foolproof, and requires a
fair amount of math.
Is this the way we want to be ap¬
proaching our academics, calculating
the minimum amount of effort that we
need to exert while not even caring
about the material? I am not arguing that
pass/fail is a bad concept. I would be
sad to see it go; rather, I think it should
be handled more effectively. At several
other schools, including Swarthmore
and Johns Hopkins, the first semester
at college is entirely pass/fail for every
student. This way, the annoying waver¬
ing over which classes to take pass/fail
and how that choice will be perceived is
eliminated; instead, the choice is already
made for you. This policy would also
help to ease students into Bates academ¬
ics, making for a less stressful transition
between high school and college. At
Macalaster, an alternative pass/fail op¬
tion allows students to take one class in
the grading mode each semester. Pass/
fail is then integrated throughout all four
years, allowing students to take a vari¬
ety of classes without the pressure of a
final grade. I would compare our cur¬
rent pass/fail policy to the 21-year-old
drinking law; because most people save
their pass/fail classes until senior year,
we end up waiting so long to indulge in
this luxury that we end up going crazy
and don’t know how to handle it.
Above all else, however, I am still
a fan of what I would like to call the
“retroactive pass/fail plan.” Upon
completion of all courses yet prior to
graduation, students would get to re¬
view their transcript and choose two
classes to then retroactively be entered
as pass/fail. This sounds great to me,
though for some reason I don’t see
this being instated any time soon.

©tBit?
Number of times a resident of Tampa called 911 asking for sex after his cell phone ran out of
minutes.

LIZ MILLER
STAFF WRITER

Ever since the
day fall break ended,
I have been thinking
about
Thanksgiving
break. Though collegiate life is exciting
and inspiring, by senior year the con¬
tinual activity turns some of us slightly
bitter. The freshness of vacations hon¬
estly saves my soul. It gives me an op¬
portunity to sit down, wipe last week’s
dinner from my hair and finally change
my socks. Breaks are also my opportu¬
nity for peace of mind. They allow me
to escape from the crowds and murmur
in Commons, and the uncomfortable in¬
teractions with that regrettable hookup.
Sitting at the dinner table with my mom
and dad, I have an opportunity to live
real life once again. The world outside
the bubble of college isn’t sticky with
beer and littered with packs of firstyears. It is, instead, filled with walks
into the forest, sleeping until noon and
baking cookies. When I return home to
my tiny Vermont town, I know I’ll find
the peace and quiet I crave. I don’t have
to whip out a schedule; I can sit on my
couch and talk to my cat.
Though I love the intimate, small
school environment, living among thou¬
sands of other students can make it hard
to meander around in my own world. It
is almost impossible to do anything at
Bates that does not require a social in¬
teraction. By the time the end of the se¬
mester starts rolling in, I tend to let my
awkward self-confinement take over. I
forget how to act in social situations.
Getting dinner is usually a landmine of
conversation. I just wanted to get cof¬
fee; I didn’t really want to hear about
your naked expeditions last night, sorry.
In a college setting, distractions are ev¬
erywhere. I’m out for my mind-clearing
morning run when up comes Jimmy be¬
hind me with his absorbingly cute butt.
There go my thoughts on thesis.
When I drive the 215 miles to my
home in Vermont, I leave the smell
of stale beer behind. Even in my offcampus house, that familiar college
smell lingers. Sure, I might have a few
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drinks when I’m at home, maybe hit
the bars with my sister or challenge
my dad to a case race, but I don’t have
to deal with that drunken girl passed
out in my living room or the inappro¬
priate grope at a dance. I walk around
my house barefoot and eat food I
dropped on the ground.
The challenge of actively getting
work done on Bates’ campus can often
be more difficult than the work itself. As
someone who is not very good at work¬
ing surrounded by distractions, finding
a secluded place on campus to do work
is a must. Yet it’s extremely hard. More
often than not, I get swallowed into the
procrastinating pit of Bates studying. I
think this issue has become increasingly
prominent with the recent increase in
the number of students on campus. I
remember the days during my first year
at Bates when I used to be able to find
a quiet, empty room in P-gill and crank
out my work. Now I find myself scour¬
ing the library to find my refuge. Even
in my intimate corner, I find my con¬
centration scattered by the two football
players next to me who passionately re¬
living last night’s debauchery.
As much as we want to avoid the
reality of it, for most of us upperclass¬
men, doing work over break is a must.
Yet, I find myself not overwhelmingly
put off by this thought. Of course, I
would rather have an entire week to
go hiking or watch the entirety of the
extended “Lord of the Rings” trilogy.
However, doing Chinese by the fire of
my woodstove, as the smell of dinner
wafts from the kitchen and my cat sits
at my feet, doesn’t give me the nau¬
seous feeling that last minute work un¬
der the buzz of fluorescent lights does.
Sure, we don’t want to do work in the
sanctuary of our childhood homes, a
place that evil cannot penetrate. How¬
ever, it provides me with a cleansing
environment. I don’t have to worry
about that cute guy I might run into
after class or about finding something
good to eat at Commons. I’ve found
my island. If I’m doing work and I feel
a distraction coming on, I turn to my
cat. If I babble to her, she just keeps
on sleeping.
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Bates College Security Crime Log
Incident

t

Date and Time
Reported

Date and Time
Occured

Location

Disposition

Report Taken

Criminal
Trespass

11/9/09

11/9/09

Ladd Library

Bicycle
Theft

11/10/09

11/10/09

Alumni Gym,
bike rack

Open

Theft/Larceny

11/12/09

11/12/09

Mays Center

Open

Criminal
Trespass

11/12/09

11/12/09

Lake Andrews

Report Taken

DisturbanceLoud Music

11/15/09

11/15/09

Rand Hall

Taken Care Of

Disturbance

11/15/09

11/15/09

Page Hall

Taken Care Of
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Safety Seeks Student
Participants for Mock
Fire Demonstration

Profile: Security
Director Tom Carey '73
Former Domestic

PAMELA ROSS
STAFF WRITER

Terrorism Chief for FBI
PALO PEIRCE
STAFF WRITER

To ensure the safety of Bates stu¬
dents, Thomas Carey, Resident Director
of Security and member of the Bates
class of 1973, draws on past experi¬
ence from his previous job as Chief of
Domestic Terrorism at the Federal Bu¬
reau of Investigation (FBI).
Carey began his illustrious law en¬
forcement career with the help of Bates
sociology Professor Sawyer Sylvester,
who referred Carey to a job as a tem¬
porary summer officer for the Lewiston
Police Department. Carey and four oth¬
er Bates students were accepted to the
program and appointed by the city of
Lewiston as summer police officers in
1971. After his graduation, Carey opted
to accept a full-time position offered by
the Lewiston Police Department as for
entering the police force, such as the
high unemployment rate at the time in
his home state of Massachusetts, and a
desire to take a break before enrolling
in graduate school.
As an officer Carey received his
Master’s in Public Administration from
the University of Maine-Orono and
was eventually promoted to sergeant
in 1976. After 10 years on the force
and with his last four spent as Special
Assistant to the Chief of Police, Carey
decided to apply to work for the FBI.
Although there were few job openings
at the FBI, Carey was hired in 1983 and
reported to duty at the FBI Academy
on the Marine Corps base located in
Quantico, Virginia.
In Quantico, Carey excelled in the
diverse academic offerings, advanced
defensive tactics and weapons train¬
ing. Carey ultimately graduated as a
Special Agent in the FBI. He was as¬
signed to the Boston FBI field office,
with a jurisdiction that included the
states of Massachusetts, Maine, New
Hampshire and Rhode Island. At the
Boston office, Carey served on the
general property squad, and most
notably Governor Dukakis’s first-ever
auto theft task force.
Carey was later transferred to the
Fargo, ND, resident agency of the
FBI, where he worked closely with
the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
Firearms and Explosives and county

sheriff departments.
At the
Fargo agency, Carey helped
to create strategic strike forces
to conduct raids to assist
criminal
investigations.
In
1986, Carey was transferred to
the Washington, D.C. FBI field
office, where he was a member
of an applicant squad.
The
squad
performed
security
and background checks on
prominent government figures,
such as Judge Lawrence Walsh,
independent counsel for the IranContra investigation.
While working on their foreign
counter-intelligence
squad,
Carey
aided in Operation “FAMISH,” when
President Reagan ordered 80 suspected
KGB-affiliated
Russian
embassy
diplomats to leave the country. With
the end of the Cold War, and an
increase in international terrorism,
Carey’s career began to focus more on
counter-terrorism efforts. He actively
participated in the investigation of
the murder of American tourist Leon
Klinghoffer who while wheel-chair
bound, was shot and thrown into the
ocean by Palestinian terrorists.
In the late 1980s, Carey assisted in
the personal debriefings of numerous,
recently-freed American citizens who
had been kidnapped in the Middle East
by terrorist organizations, Hezbollah
being one among them. Professionally,
Carey’s advancement continued when
he served as an instructor at the FBI’s
prestigious National Academy, and later
as a special agent in charge of counter¬
terrorism for the Washington, D.C. FBI
field office. Carey was then responsible
for security details provided to both the
Attorney General and Director of the
FBI. As part of his job, Carey oversaw
80 translators who deciphered federal
wire-taps at thdTFBI translation unit.
He was also charged with oversight of
the Washington crisis command center.
In conjunction with the Secret Service,
the center was responsible for security
at Presidential inaugurations and other
special functions.
In October 2001, Carey was again
promoted with the appointment of
Chief of Domestic Terrorism while
serving as the FBI representative to
present policy at the White House
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and Congress. He worked at the
FBI headquarters, reporting to the
Director of the FBI and the National
Security Council, and was the senior
executive responsible for investigating
all acts of terrorism within the borders
of the United States. This included
all possible nuclear, biological and
chemical attacks.
In 2001, Carey was the FBI inspector
in charge of the Anthrax attacks,
during which four anonymous letters
laced with deadly Anthrax spores were
mailed to two prominent Senators and
several members of the media. This
deadly, mysterious act of domestic
terrorism killed five people and injured
68. Recently, the FBI attributed the
crime to Bruce Irvin, a U.S. Army
bio-defense scientist, who committed
suicide before his indictment in July.
According to Carey, the FBI spent
millions on the investigation and
invented several new investigative
technologies for the task. However, he
said that the media’s misrepresentation
of information contributed to the
spread of fear through the public,
which was manifest in such jargon as
“Weaponized Anthrax.”
Carey suggested taht the events
of September 11th and the Anthraz
attacks
increased
the
demand
for government transparency but
emphasized that, “It is impossible
to maintain transparency in topsecret
investigations,
without
compromising [them].”
After the
Anthrax fervor died in 2005, Carey
retired from the FBI. It was then
that he took the job as Director
of Bates College Security, leaving
behind the stressful atmosphere
of the FBI. Citing the enormous
pressure of working as FBI Chief
of Domestic Terrorism, Carey said,
“You can't do [that job] forever.”

Students Question Court Summons
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

but the first time its residents chose to
notify law enforcement.
Wenc said that approximately 30
minutes passed before the LPD arrived,
at which time the residents were in¬
formed that while the officers would
do what they could, it was unlikely
they would locate the intruder.
The LPD further stated that because
the front door was unlocked and noth¬
ing was stolen, the intruder could not
be arrested, according to Wenc.
“There’s not much to report,” said
Minkowsky of the incident. He said
that police records noted that a sub¬
ject called, officers responded, and that
because the intruder was not present
when the LPD arrived, the residents
were told that if he returned they
should call more promptly.
Director of Security Tom Carey said
that the incident was never reported to
Bates Security.
“If there was a call like that, we
would certainly get down there,” he said.
The house’s residents expressed
discontent over the LPD’s response and
are particularly concerned that the in¬
truder may invade the residence again.
“I do not feel comfortable with the
way the LPD has handled this,” said

Wenc. “It not only took them over a
half hour to arrive, but they have failed
to follow up on the incident whatso¬
ever, even when we told them that this
was a repeated incident.”
Minkowsky noted that it is not pro¬
tocol for the LPD to follow up on inci¬
dents in which the intruder is not at the
scene at the time of law enforcement’s
arrival. He emphasized that should a
future intrusion occur, residents should
dial 911 immediately and before at¬
tempting to remove the intruder.
Regarding the delay in response,
Minkowsky explained that the LPD’s
response time depends on the number
of calls coming in and their priority.
He said that if the intruder was
present at the time of the phone call,
enforcement would have arrived in a
more timely fashion.
Still, some students question the
LPD’s prioritization with regard to
Bates students. Said one resident of 26
White St., “We would hope that [the
LPD’s] priorities will change to protect¬
ing students rather than punishing.”
Wenc believes that the LPD should
spend more time and money making
the streets safer so that students need
not fear invasion of their residences.
“College kids having a party should not
be the [LPD’s] primary concern. They

should be trying to stop incidents like
these,” he added.
Said another resident of 75 Elm St.,
“It’s kind of ridiculous that six cruisers
[and dogs] were dispatched to a party that seems like an unnecessary amount
of resources to spend on college kids
having harmless fun in a reasonably
safe atmosphere.”
A resident of 26 White St. expressed
similar discontent with the disparity in
response: “I think that this shows an
abuse of power. The cops’ role is to
protect people. They sent one officer
to a house with a potential intruder, yet
they sent six officers and dogs to our
house because of a noise complaint.”
Carey remained firm in his belief
that the LPD responded according to
the law last Sunday. “We’ve gone over
this numerous times,” he said, referenc¬
ing the meetings held with off-campus
students at the start of the school year.
“We publicized this ad nauseum, that if
you drink in city streets...that’s a viola¬
tion of the law.”
Students who received court sum¬
mons have the right to contest or plead
guilty to charges and the right to a
hearing, according to Minkowsky.

Zoe Rosenthal contributed reporting
to this article.

The
Environmental
Health
and Safety Department is already
making preparations for a fire
safety day, which is slated for
October 2010. The event will be
funded by the $11,850 fire safety
grant Bates is set to receive from
the Federal Emergency Manage¬
ment Agency. According to Jim
Guzelian, Environmental Health
and Safety Assistant, Safety is
soliciting student involvement in
the conception and execution of
the project.
“In order to do educa¬
tion, you have to have an interest
with the students and in order to
have a safe environment, we need
a full understanding of what fire
safety is all about...we’re asking
the students to be totally involved
with the Fire Department and Safe¬
ty as the liaisons in this project”
said Guzelian. Safety is recruiting
students to participate in the cre¬
ative aspects of the event, many of
which revolve around the live-burn
demonstration in which a mock
dorm room will be set on fire.
Safety will build the dorm
room and the Lewiston Fire De¬
partment will be on-hand to extin¬
guish it, but ideally that is where
the authorities’ involvement will
end and the students’ will begin,
explained Guzelian. He would
like students to furnish the dorm

room with items like tapestries
and posters to lend it authentic¬
ity. He would also like students
to serve as videographers, screen¬
writers and narrators in filming
the demonstration for future use
as an educational tool. In addi¬
tion, Safety is reaching out to the
student body to design a promo¬
tional logo for the event.
Other activities planned for
the day include a fire extinguish¬
er demonstration that will allow
students to attempt putting out a
live fire.
Students will be able
to try on impaired vision goggles
that simulate both the effects of
a smoky room and a Blood Al¬
cohol Content of above .08 per¬
cent. Safety also plans to acquire
a smokehouse with non-toxic
smoke to show students how dif¬
ficult it is to navigate a smokefilled room.
Guzelian hopes that students
come away from the event with a
better understanding of fire safety
on campus. “It’s all about develop¬
ing a [fire safety conscious] culture
and understanding the importance
of fire prevention,” he said.
Some of the biggest fire safety
risks at Bates are careless cook¬
ing practices, impairment due to
alcohol consumption, smoking in
residences, wire mismanagement,
tampering with smoke detectors,
and the possession of items such
as candles and microwaves, which
are prohibited.

War Memorial Raises
Concern Among Faculty
HILLARY BOK
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The only war memorial on the Bates cam¬
pus is currently hidden behind an ice machine
in old Commons. A Bates alumnus noticed this
and approached the school with a donation to
create a war memorial that would be placed in
new Commons. The BCSG passed legislation
in support of the creation of a war memorial at
its meeting on Nov. 16th.
The memorial will read: “With gratitude for
those Bates graduates who have served in Iraq
and Afghanistan whether in military, govern¬
ment or civilian services, the sacrifices of those
individuals are to be honored” The last names
and graduating years would also be included
on the memorial.
However, the legislation in support of the
memorial was brought to the RA because of
the faculty’s disapproval of it

“The faculty didn’t really go for it, be¬
cause they did not like the inclusion of
‘and civilian services,’ because they felt
that it on some level included Blackwater,” said RA member Matt Cocciardi ’ll.
“I want a resolution passed saying that we
support a war memorial, but I am not sure
yet about the wording. I think it should
cover more than just Iraq and Afghanistan.
Bates has alumni that go back all the way
to the civil war.”
Cocciaridi also mentioned that the word¬
ing of the resolution should be revised to
honor not only alumni, but staff and faculty
members who have served in all United
States wars.
The RA then moved on to old business
from last week’s meeting and made a motion
to pass the resolution to support the installa¬
tion of free speech forum boards on campus
as proposed by the New World Coalition.

Philanthropy Club Teaches the
Importance of Giving Back
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Bates students link their education to
broader goals. It’s an obligation beyond
ourselves,” Garcia argued. “And I think
it’s the really cool part of the club. We’re «
obligated to give back to the world be¬
cause we have been blessed with a Bates
education... at Bates we do a great job
of promoting that good education can do
great things for the world.”
Hansen echoed this sentiment, not¬
ing that “conscious capitalism,” the de¬
velopment of a business so that profits
can be used for the public good, is a
system that would benefit Bates.
Speculating on the benefits and
costs of a three-year baccalaureate
program, Hansen argued that the fi¬
nancial needs of Bates must be ad¬
dressed, but should not dictate the
essential nature of its undergraduate
program. However, she did note in
the Midyear Report that adhering to

the traditional four-year program will
not stifle Bates’ ability to adapt to fu¬
ture needs and grow its resources
Hansen also rebuffed the notion
that Bates is simply maintaining a sta¬
tus quo. “There should be no doubt
about the fact that we are not hun¬
kering down but instead taking this
opportunity to prepare our college
to grow even stronger in the future
by clearly identifying priorities, plan¬
ning ahead, and thinking strategically
about sustainable growth and innova¬
tion,” she said.
Hansen cited the progress of
recently-announced renovations of
Hedge and Roger Williams Halls, the
final stage of Phase 1 of the Campus
Facilities Master Plan, as evidence
of trustee confidence in administra¬
tive planning and as an indicator
that the administration is capital¬
izing on the low-cost construction
services presently available.

College Presidents Convene Healthcare Reform Will Affect
with Media Outlets
Recent Grads Seeking Insurance
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

work with, to learn more about their
story interests.”
The group was situated in an
“L” shaped room, with the college
and university executives seated at
a large table alongside some mem¬
bers of the media in the main wing.
In the other wing sat remaining re¬
porters and each institution’s com¬
munications officials.
During the discussion, McNulty
noted, any individual present in the
room was authorized to ask or an¬
swer questions, leading to a quickly
paced back-and-forth discussion

that addressed a broad range of top¬
ics. He recalled that the panel con¬
sidered questions regarding how
economic pressures are influenc¬
ing higher education, the virtues of
a liberal arts education versus the
strict study of business in today’s
world, the correlation between the
popularity of TV shows like CSI and
the amount of students studying fo¬
rensic science, the issues tied to the
3 year undergraduate degree sys¬
tem, the challenges faced by foreign
students studying in America since
9/11, and numerous others.
“The conversation focused a lot on
costs and cuts and changes in the way

we are going to have to ‘deliver’ higher
education more efficiently. I found my¬
self not surprisingly speaking up for
the value of teaching students how to
learn, and how to love learning,” Han¬
sen said. “As opposed to over-stressing
vocational training, making the case
that we had to be cautious about pre¬
paring students for jobs that might not
exist in 10 or 20 years.”
Hansen noted that at one point
during the discussion, a reporter from
one of the major magazines present at
the talk passed her a note that articu¬
lated her sentiments: “There are 18 mil¬
lion students in college today, and they
ALL deserve a liberal arts education.”

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

surance. I think that one of the reasons
we have failed to address the issue of
the uninsured over the past 20 years is
that we keep looking at them as people
who are poor in health,” Bernier said.
Haines disagreed with Bernier
and explained that the problem with
the uninsured is that due to lack of
coverage, they wait until their health
problems are dire before seeking
medical care.
“Jn my experience, I have seen a
lot of people who have delayed their

healthcare because they didn’t have in¬
surance,” Haines said.
The issue of healthcare reform is per¬
tinent to students who are about to grad¬
uate from college, because most plans
stop covering dependents once they
reach a certain age (usually 21-25). This
means that once students leave Bates
they will need to make arrangements for
health insurance as non-dependent indi¬
viduals. If the Affordable Health Choices
Act becomes law it will directly affect
students who will be on the market
for individual health insurance cov¬
erage within the next year.
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College
Museum
Membership
Now Being
Offered to
Students
ALEXANDRA ISRAEL & EMILY MONTY
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

The Bates College Museum of Art
is proud to announce the launch of
a new student membership program.
Recent initiatives to make public art
more accessible on campus affirm
that Bates students want more op¬
portunities to be involved in the arts.
Although many students are aware of
the Bates College Museum of Art, few
are willing to make the trek over to
Olin or don’t know what to expect.
The Museum hopes to dissuade reluc¬
tance to explore the space by making
the Gallery more accessible to stu¬
dents. The creation of a student mem¬
bership group also serves as a way
to raise student awareness about the
great resource the Museum provides.
This membership will be an offi¬
cial part of the Friends of the Bates
College Museum of Art and is open to
all students. Partly inspired by other
colleges’ student membership pro¬
grams, such as those at Mount Holy¬
oke, Smith and Yale, the member¬
ship seeks to encourage and facilitate
student involvement in the Museum.
Membership costs $10 per year and
includes special privileges such as
previews, curator’s tours of special
exhibitions, dinners with guest lectur¬
ers, organized trips to local galleries
and museums, access to “Careers in
the Arts” panels and 10 percent off
of Museum publications. The student
membership will continue to be avail¬
able to alumni for five years after
graduation.
Please contact Alexandra Israel at
aisrael@bates.edu or Emily Monty at
emonty@bates.edu for more informa¬
tion or to learn how you can become
a member.

Theater Department Presents Fall Main Stage
Production:"All the World's a Grave"
can require a certain degree of concen¬
tration even when a play is delivered in
DEPUTY EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
its original form; therefore, since it can¬
not be assumed that the audience has any
This past weekend, the Theater De¬
prior knowledge to the story of “All the
partment presented its fall main stage
World’s a Grave,” it becomes all the more
important that the cast performs with the
production, “All the World’s a Grave,” di¬
rected by Paul Kuritz, to an eager audi¬
proper tone, emphasis and energy to pro¬
vide adequate narrative cues. Although
ence at each of its five performances. The
play, a literary “mash-up” of several of each individual scene offered both an
electrifying and comprehensive vignette,
Shakespeare’s most prominent tragedies,
is rife with the characteristic suspense,
as a whole the production seemed to lack
drama and intrigue notable in each of the
a degree of fluidness. This was, in part,
playwright's works.
due to the cast’s failure to collaborate to
Perhaps the greatest challenge facing
ensure that at every plot twist or turn, the
the cast of the production was how to
audience was struck with overtly notice¬
present a new and invigorating interpre¬
able oral and physical indications of the
tation of a collection of lines with which
storyline, as well as motivation for their
audience members were relatively famil¬
character’s actions.
iar. As all the lines were pulled directly
Yet the cast of “All the World’s a Grave”
from Shakespeare’s plays, each mono¬
still managed to keep their viewers glued
logue invokes the imagery and plot of a
to the seats in Schaeffer Theatre through
classic Elizabethan tragedy. Therefore,
all three acts. Despite the fact that the first
act began with a noticeable lack of energy
each cast member was charged with de¬
veloping his or her character in a way that
from the actors, the remaining two acts
preserved the integrity of Shakespeare’s
made up for this loss with their rejuvena¬
earliest writing, while still managing to
tion in the rest of the performance. The
convey the new storyline of John Reed's
final act was arguably the most thrilling for
play.
viewers, and it appeared as though the cast
themselves became just as excited for the
While the cast clearly offered an in¬
credibly strong performance, their abil¬
escalating plot.
ity to fully involve the audience in the
The greatest strength of the perfor¬
mance as a whole was undoubtedly
continuing plot line often lingered. To
the chemistry between cast members.
comprehend Shakespearean language
Caroline Servat ’10, who
performed the role of the
Queen and wife of Old
Hamlet, provided an evermounting stage presence
beginning with her initial
appearance in the first act
and continuing until the fi¬
nal scream that signaled her
death at the end of the play.
Servat's performace was
perfectly matched by Rory
Cosgrove ’ll, who played
the Queen’s new lover after
the death of Old Hamlet,
Macbeth. Cosgrove not only
appeared appropriately regal
at each moment of his per¬
formance, but also embraced
the varying degree of emo¬
tions required of his charac¬
ter. However, it would have
been even more desirable to
hear in his voice the same
emotionality that was so ef¬
fectively conveyed on his
face. Nevertheless, Cosgrove
BRIANA GERRISH/THE BATES STUDENT
and Servat teamed up to
ZOE ROSENTHAL

Timothy Fox 'll stars as Hamlet in "All the World's a
Grave."
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BRIANA GERRISH/THE BATES STUDENT

Servat '10 and Cosgrove 'll take the stage in John Reed's "new" Shakespeare
play.

create a presence that flowed well beyond
the limits of the stage.
Timothy Fox ’ll performed the lead
role, Hamlet, with enough vigor to provide
for every one of his fellow cast members.
He was, perhaps, charged with the great¬
est challenges as a performer, as his most
prominent monologues were also some
of the most classically acclaimed of Shake¬
spearean literature. While Fox always
completed this task adequately, there were
times when his interpretation offered little
beyond the commonplace, as was true of
his delivery of the famed ‘To be or not to
be” speech from Hamlet. However, even
when he was the sole performer on stage,
Fox still managed to create imagery that
would resonate with the audience long af¬
ter a scene’s conclusion.
Marielle Vigneau-Britt TO played
Hamlet’s wife, Juliet. While VigneauBritt’s performance was sufficient, it
seemed at moments that the emotions
she presented were little more than reac¬
tionary. For instance, she often presented
her character as entirely too solemn, both
when meant to be overwhelmingly in
love and later when her relationship is
abruptly shattered.
The final act showed an equality of
emotion from both Vigneau-Britt and Fox,
and it seemed as though Fox’s abilities al¬
lowed him to pull out some hidden passion
from within his romantic counterpart.

Also notable was Kevin “Artist” Cham¬
bers TO in his portrayal of Iago, a lieuten¬
ant to the Prince. Chambers’ utilized his
characteristic physicality to add notable
power to the delivery of his lines. How¬
ever, his role as the most villainous char¬
acter of the production was often lost.
The cast was lucky to be joined by
Lewiston resident Stan Spilecki, portray¬
ing Juliet's father, King Lear. One of the
founding members of the award-win¬
ning Out of the Box Theater Company,
Spilecki offered not only his seasoned
acting abilities, but provided “All the
World’s a Grave” with a realistic genera¬
tional distinction amongst characters.
One unusual aspect of the production
was the effective use of projections to de¬
pict Old Hamlet’s Ghost. Once again,
this presented a rare challenge to Fox, as
he provided the pre-filmed portrayal of
the Ghost. Still, Fox managed to create a
uniquely distinct character in the Ghost,
offering a tone that made it difficult to
even discern that it was actually Fox who
was behind the eerie representation. Such
projections worked particularly well in
conjunction with the distinctive set de¬
sign, constructed in part by students in
Michael Reidy’s Theater Technology class.
George MacDonald TO provided the
eloquent musical score, which was per¬
formed by Chris Ray TO on cello, Elliot
West T3 on bass and McDonald on guitar.

unDischarged
Recharges Rainy Night

Rgan Novas S
Nate Sweet
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Students dance in the Silo during the WRBC's event, unDischarged.

EDWARD STURTEVANT
STAFF WRITER

BRIANA GERRISH/THE BATES STUDENT

Sweet 'll and Novas 'll at the WRBC station on Frye Street

KELLY COX
ASSISTANT ARTS & LIVING EDITOR

Ryan Novas ’ll and Nate Sweet 11
host a show on WRBC, aptly titled The
Ryan and Nate Show, and stand out as DJs
of the Week for their excellent approach
to broadcasting. Theses novice DJs, on-air
Saturdays from 8 to 10 p.m., like to avoid
gimmicks and serve their listeners with
both familiar and new music.
After bonding over a mutual in¬
terest in The Brain Jonestown Mas¬
sacre, Novas and Sweet discovered
their overlapping musical tastes and
decided to fuse their playlists for a
dynamic show. The Ryan and Nate
Show’s goal is to focus on the mu¬
sic, rather than adapting each show
to varying themes. Besides the oc¬

casional banter or shared factoid on
featured artists, you won't hear much
from these DJs. Novas and Sweet like
to step back and let their song choic¬
es speak for themselves.
“We like to let the music do its
thing,” Sweet noted. “We are the me¬
dium for the music.”
The Ryan and Nate Show may be¬
gin with a thoughtfully set playlist, but
the DJs like to ensure an element of
spontaneity, taking requests and se¬
lecting songs that inspire them in the
heat of the moment. Novas and Sweet
play a variety of genres in their lineup,
including punk, shoegaze and gems
from the ’80s and ’90s.
The Ryan and Nate Show has gar¬
nered a faithful audience and receiving
callers regularly. Excluding the ama¬
teur technical difficulties that inevita¬

bly come with hosting their first show,
Novas and Sweet have managed to
successfully navigate their way around
the station, captivating audiences with
their solid jams. Some artists previous¬
ly incorporated in their show are My
Bloody Valentine, Deer Hunter, Dead
Kennedys and Iggy Pop.
“Nate is usually politically out¬
spoken, especially with his musical
tastes,” relayed Novas.
“Ryan likes music that expands
his ears with different sounds, such
as Of Montreal,” added Sweet.
Experience the Intriguing synthe¬
sis of styles yourself by tuning in to
The Ryan and Nate Show Saturday
nights from 8 to 10 p.m., and stay
tuned for the two’s debut during the
Music in Commons timeslot Friday
from 6 to 8 p.m.

This year’s sequel to last winter's
controversial “Discharged” event took
place on the evening of Nov. 14th,
despite unfortunate torrents of rain.
Indeed, there was speculation that
the weather might deter potential at¬
tendees. Sure enough, however, Bates
students proved that a night of live
music and audio-visual experience
was worth braving the elements, and
the event drew a large crowd. Some
may even have found themselves
more drenched leaving the Benjamin
Mays Center than entering, as the
crowd danced all night, sweating on
themselves and others.
Besides the incliment weather, an¬
other problem presented itself when
concert organizers from WRBC were
notified that the drummer for headlin¬
ing act Anamanaguchi had broken his
arm and that the group would not only
be late, but inevitably sans-drummer.
Luckily, the band’s sound relies on
many programmed drumbeats, and
Anamanaguchi was still able to get
a set together for a fantastic perfor¬
mance. They tore up the stage, true to

form, and the Bates crowd was more
than glad to have them back from last
year. Their unique brand of up-tem¬
po, eight-bit electro-pop had people
raging and lent itself well to the gen¬
eral air of electric insanity that in¬
fused the night.
Due in part to the event’s reac¬
tionary roots, the hyper-stimulating
format that organizers employed at
both this and last year’s event made
it an almost cathartic experience for
students. Attendees were given the
opportunity to be immersed in sound
and lights. Perhaps the event’s best
attribute, though, was its attempt to
both foster creativity in the student
body and showcase talent from other
parts of the country.
Despite the evening’s minor ob¬
stacles, some motivated Bates stu¬
dents were able to pull off a largely
successful event. This should be
seen as a testament to what stu¬
dent cooperation and youthful en¬
ergy can accomplish, regardless of
a lack of administrative supervision.
Fellow Bobcats were happy to help
each other out to collectively con¬
tribute and get the event off the
ground, and the audience was cer¬
tainly glad they did.
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Skype Sex Adds New Dimension
to Long Distance Relationships

8

BIRA Community Cooking Seeks to
Strengthen Campus Connection to
Local Somali Population
ELIZABETH ROWLEY
MANAGING ARTS & LIVING EDITOR

MOLLY WARREN, ALI HARE AND
ALLISON LIZARS
SEX COLUMNISTS

Distance makes the heart grow
fonder. It also makes the heart grow
horny. Long distance relationships force
couples to find different outlets to ex¬
press their desire. The age of the lusty
love letter has long since passed, and
the romantic words of intimacy one ex¬
pressed in such letters evolved into sul¬
try sentences exchanged during phone
sex. But now, dear reader, what once
seemed progressive and racy seems
archaic and prude. Long distance re¬
lationships have reached new digital
heights thanks to the invention of the
webcam and the creation of Skype.
Skype sex has changed the dynamic
of the nonphysical sexual experience.
While phone sex relied on steamy ad¬
jectives, fiery nouns and sensual verbs,
video chats cater more to the eye than
to the ear.
“Never before in the history of the

long distance relationship have the two
parties had the ability to come so close
to real physical sex. The postcard pales
in comparison - even the dirty ones,”
said one anonymous student.
Especially at Bates, where over 60
percent of juniors go abroad, temporary
long distance relationships are typical.
However, the realities of such relation¬
ships can prove to be difficult. With so
many opportunities in college to hook
up, remaining faithful to your signifi¬
cant other can be a challenge. Even if
you can withstand these temptations,
you are left with a sexual void that
masturbation just can’t fill. The interac¬
tive quality of Skype sex assuage sexual
frustration. Skype sex lets partners re¬
main active participants in each others'
sex lives and keeps the passion alive,
even with an ocean in between.
Although the visual aspect of Skype
sex creates a much more vivid expe¬
rience, it can make some participants
uncomfortable.
"It's a bit difficult to accomplish

anything when one of the two partici¬
pants can't stop laughing," commented
Hadley Gray 'll.
Skype sex also brings up issues of
body image. For some, seeing your
body on camera can be difficult.
“I just get embarrassed. I mean I’m
totally down for phone sex, but when
I actually see what I’m doing...I don’t
know, it feels so taboo,” says another
anonymous long distance lover.
Evidently, even our peers are hesi¬
tant to discuss the topic openly. Such
reluctance is a testament to the fact that
Skype sex is nontraditional in the world
of sex. However, as technology lessens
the necessity of physical interaction,
Skype sex could perhaps become the
norm.
But for now, don’t feel dejected if
your partner refuses your digital ad¬
vances. Skype sex is still on the fringe
of the sexual mainstream. Everyone has
different comfort levels, so as long you
can find a way to keep the flame burn¬
ing, the distance may not seem so great.

CB Squared: Three Times the Talent

CAROLINE SOLLMANN/THE STUDENT

The Crosstones crowd Niama Murphy '10 as she performs a solo.

first song, a swine flu-inspired par¬
ody of 30H!3’s “Don’t Trust Me,”
which featured lines like “Do the
H1N1 and use some Germ-X.” After
winning the crowd’s approval with
their clever lyrics, they showed off
their vocal abilities with an eloquent
take on Phantom Planet’s “Always on
my Mind.”
In what may have been the concert’s
best-arranged number, the Megalomani¬
acs performed the night’s second Sufjan
Stevens song. Their haunting version of
“The Predatory Wasp of the Palisades
is Out to Get Us!” not only featured a
talented soloist, but also showcased airy
harmonies that echoed through The Un¬
derground. Afterwards, they returned

HILLARY FINK
ASSISTANT ARTS & LIVING EDITOR

Despite pouring rain, over 100
Batsies began their Saturday night
with the CB Squared a capella con¬
cert in the basement of 280 College
Street. Bates’ Crosstones and Deansmen shared the stage with Colby’s
group, Megalomaniacs. While many
were perplexed by the venue choice,
The Underground in 280 College
Street adequately accommodated the
audience.
The Crosstones, clad in brightly
colored shirts, started off the eve¬
ning’s a capella festivities with Sufjan
Steven’s “Chicago,” featuring a solo
by Ethan Waldman ’ll. The group’s
cover of No Doubt’s “Spiderwebs”
significantly rose the energy in the
room. A lyrical slipup in the first
verse did nothing to shake soloist
Naima Murphy ’10, whose strong vo¬
cals were highlighted by the Cross¬
tone’s spooky choreography.
Chris Joyce TO was featured on the
group's new, laid back arrangement of
David Gray’s “Babylon.” The Crosstones
finished their set with perennial crowd
favorite, The Jackson Five’s “I Want
You Back.” Jeannie Larmon TO belted
out verses as the group showed off its
choreographed moves, proving that big
voices can come out of tiny people. Car¬
oline .Servat TO got a chance to show¬
case her rap skills as the song segued
into Lil’ Romeo’s “My Baby.” By the end,
the crowd was enthralled and dancing in
their seats.
Next, the audience was treated to
a set by the visiting Megalomaniacs.
Sporting flannel shirts that matched
their laid back and quirky vibe, the
group donned face masks for their

Bobcat
Gallery
Pick:

IShs Bobcdft
Fore Street in Portland
AMY KENEALLY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

While Commons is a delicious, wonder¬
ful place to dine any night of the week, we
all crave something different once in a while.
Rarer still are our cravings for something
spectacular. Last week I was craving some¬
thing spectacular, and I made a reservation
at Fore Street in Portland.
Since its opening in 1996, Fore Street
has garnered an impressive reputation
among Portland’s competitive, fine-dining
scene. The restaurant is widely acclaimed,
particularly since 2002, when Gourmet
Magazine ranked Fore Street 16th on its
list of 50 best restaurants in the country.
Its popularity is easy to understand given
the restaurant’s subtly refined atmosphere,
incredibly knowledgeable waitstaff and
mouth-watering food.
Fore Street’s menu is outstanding
and changes nightly depending on what
is fresh and locally available. This, how¬
ever, does not translate into a preten¬
tious, sparse selection. On the contrary,
the menu takes up two full pages
and offers a wide variety, such
as squash and Jonah crab soup,
Maine farm heritage pork chop,
summer flounder fillet and braised

oxtail ravioli.
After much deliberation, I opted for the
roasted mushroom salad to start, followed
by the Atlantic blue fish with lemon tarra¬
gon risotto. After one bite of the appetizer
I knew I had made the right choice. The
salad dressing was perfect. The mushrooms
were warm and the salad was topped with
fresh, salty cheese shavings.
My second course was equally deli¬
cious. The fish was crispy on the outside
and soft on the inside, not to mention
perfectly complemented by the flavors of
the rice. It was quite easily one of the
best meals I have ever had, and though
it wasn’t cheap, it was approximately half
the price of what a similar meal may cost
in Boston or New York City.
If you are ever in the mood to
splurge on a meal, I strongly recom¬
mend Fore Street. Reservations are en¬
couraged, but one third of the restaurant
is saved for walk-ins, so don’t hesitate
to go without one. It is a great place
to spend an evening and will certainly
leave a lasting impression.

No harm in trying:
Emcee: There will be smoking during the final act, so please feel free to step
outside if it bothers you.
Student in audience: So, does that mean we can smoke too?
-One Act Plays
CAROLINE SOLLMAN/THE STUDENT

Ethan Waldman 'll sings a solo in the Crosstone's take on Sufjan Stevens'
"Chicago"

Distance Doesn't Matter
Much at SPACE Gallery
cube gallery space is arresting. The art¬
ist constructed interactive nooks and
peepholes, playfully creating a sense of
wonder in a space where most of the
subject matter centers on decaying ur¬
banity. Upon closer inspection, the art¬
ist’s close attention to detail, down to
each minute stitch and shoelace, leaves
the viewer with an intriguing awareness
of order amidst the chaos.
Experiencing SWOON’s installation
art is similar to an exploration. Viewers
scavenge the environment for another cut¬
out, or homemade bird, seeking to find
the next addition to a series of recurring
motifs. SWOON’s Distance Don’t Matter
installation effectively destroys the barrier
that separates many viewers from relating
to contemporary art. Discarding elitist ste¬

KRISTEN MOREAU
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Urban artist SWOON and five of her
friends transformed SPACE Gallery in Port¬
land into an earth-hued, dreamlike me¬
tropolis. The ongoing exhibition features
an amalgamation of repurposed, found
objects, which are linked by life-size wood
cutouts of everyday people that the artist
first sketched on the street. Charred wood¬
en window frames, corrugated cardboard
and scraps of patterned fabric create a
tactile, decrepit cityscape, augmented by
kaleidoscopic graphics.
Upon entering SPACE Gallery, the
deconstruction of the pristine, white

I

to a more comedic vibe with a take on
YouTube-favorite “Maine Man,” a duet
battle with clever and educational lyrics.
The group finished up a diverse
set with a mash-up that one audience
member dubbed “GirlTalkapella.” The
skillful arrangement featured each of
the group’s members. The audience
enjoyed the chance to see this decid¬
edly different a capella style, and the
Megalomaniacs received as much ap¬
plause as the Bates groups.
The Deansmen were the night’s
final group and they did not disap¬
point. They opened their set with Ru¬
fus Wainwright’s “Instant Pleasure,” a
familiar song to any a capella buff.
Soloist Liam Zaaijer T2 performed
powerful vocals, matched by the
group’s equally powerful hip thrusts.
In a drastic shift of tone, they per¬
formed the classic folk song “Shenan¬
doah.” The pitch-perfect interpreta¬
tion featured gorgeous harmonies
and a solo by Segundo Guerrero T2.
Grayson Board ’ll wowed the
crowd with his suave vocals in “Shama Lama Ding Dong,” a song that
is best known for being featured in
the film “Animal House.” The Deans¬
men did a playful take on the song,
complete with a few group members
ripping open their shirts to display
drawn-on hearts. The group ended
the night with Steely Dan's “Peg,”
which showcased talented soloist Ed¬
die Arsnow TO.
By all accounts, the evening’s
concert was a success. The massive
turnout for a performance on a rainy,
Saturday night speaks to the groups’
immense talents and to Bates’ insa¬
tiable appetite for a capella.

The second annual Community
Cooking and Storytime event took place
Sunday evening. Approximately 30 Bates
students and their 30 Somali guests gath¬
ered together in the Benjamin Mays Cen¬
ter for a night of shared service.
The Community Cooking and Sto¬
rytime gathering was the kick-off event
this year for the Refugee Volunteers Pro¬
gram, created by the Bates Immigrant
Rights Advocates (BIRA). Sarah Davis
TO, founder and director of the Refugee
Volunteer Program and co-president of
BIRA, organized the annual event.
Several students crowded into the Mays
Center's kitchen to help Somali immigrant
and friend of Davis, Asli Hasan, prepare the
meal. The meal boasted an array of tradi¬
tional Somali food such as rice and Sambusa. Together, Hasan and students prepared
the Sambusa, a triangular meat pastry simi¬
lar to Indian Samosas.
Meanwhile, other Bates students
kept a crowd of children engaged in
activities such as coloring, construct¬
ing paper airplanes and a lively game
of “red light, green light” while they
waited for dinner.
The goal of the Refugee Volunteers
Program is to facilitate reciprocal service
exchange. “In a traditional volunteer rela¬
tionship, Bates students give their time to

volunteerism,” explained Davis, “the idea
with this program is that this goes both
ways. Tonight is a demonstration of the
many things these Somali refugees can
share with us.”
Davis explained that the annual event
came to fruition, through her involve¬
ment with the New American Sustainable
Agriculture Project (NASAP) in the fall of
2007. NASAP is a farming program for im¬
migrants and refugees based in Portland.
Davis met Asli Hasan’s mother, Batula Is¬
mail, a farmer with NASAP, through herinvolvement with the organization, which
was facilitated by the Harward Center.
“We got to be really good friends,” re¬
called Davis. Through their friendship, Da¬
vis was inspired to broaden the connection
between the Bates and Somali communi¬
ties. Davis began recruiting a number of
Somali families she knew to get involved
in her efforts to build a bridge, which led
to the creation of the Community Cooking
and Storytime event.
“I’m really proud and honored to
have these Somali friends here tonight
to teach us and to share with us their
culture,” Davis said. “I think this event is
really momentous for Bates because it’s
not often we have this kind of a mix of
cultures and this kind of learning expe¬
rience. I hope that [the] Bates students
who participate can get a sense of the
community that exists outside of the
Bates Bubble because it’s a community
they are a part of."

*1

■*

reotypes of the gallery world, this project
is as equally accessible to those with no
art background as it is to dedicated art en¬
thusiasts.
SWOON’s work is just as likely to be
found in a gallery as in an abandoned
warehouse or alleyway. The artist engages
our notion of constantly evolving city life
by concentrating on everyday materials
that at any point during the artistic process
could be considered refuse. In this way,
SWOON’s work reshapes our perceptions
of how art, environment and community
overlap and inform with one another.
“I like it that this stuff decays,” said the
artist, “I want to make things that are val¬
ueless, because they can’t belong to any
one person, and in that way they can be¬
long to everyone.”

Hopefully he learned his lesson and it won’t happen again:
Absent-minded boy leaving Commons: “.. . and the Jay-Z song was on . ..”
then, suddenly realizing what he’d done, looks around to see if anyone heard
-Commons

The final countdown:
Boy: You know what I can’t wait for?
Girl: What?
Boy: Nov. 11th, 2011. It’s gonna be BIG.
-Classroom

Oh what a beautiful morning, oh what a beautiful day:
Boy: Man, I was so happy when I woke up and it was dark and rainy and
crummy out. I was like, "yeah," "alright!"
-Page

Everyone adapts to college differently:
Girl: Batescollegenoparents! Woo!
Boy: Wah, I miss my mom.
-Village

Guys on relationship advice:
Boy to friend (earnestly): And thats when you mount her, to show her how
much you care.
-Page basement, Friday night
Hear something funny that needs to be shared? E-mail your overheards to
mrouvali@bates.edu
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A Bulletin of Area

“A Serious Man”

Off-Campus Art Exhibits

A Review of the
Coen Brother's Latest

Atrium Gallery @ USM L-A: 51 Westminster St, Lewiston
• Spineless Wonders: Invertebrates as Inspirations - In celebration of
the Darwin bicentennial, USM has invited 56 artists to contribute to this
multimedia, visual and literary exploration of the invertebrate world.
• On view through Dec. 18th, www.usm.maine.edu/lac/art
Auburn Public Library: 49 Spring St. Auburn
• Faces of Literacy, Voices of Courage - Large format photographs by Maine
College of Art students and alumni investigate the lives and struggles of adult
Mainers learning to read.
• On view Nov. 23rd to Dec. 19th, www.aubumpubliclibrary.org
Gallery 5: 49 Lisbon St. Lewiston
• Winter Light - Area artists react to the paradox of holiday season warmth
coupled with the extremely limited daylight of Maine winters.
• On view through Dec. 19th, www.laarts.org/visual/gallery-5.htm
Gritty’s Art and Ale: 68 Main St, Auburn
• 200 Faces - Local artist Jeanelle Demers ambitiously paints 200 portraits
to pay off her college debt. Her expressive use of color maintains a fresh
identity for each of her subjects.
• On view through Dec. 31 st, www.laarts.org/visual/art-ale.htm
Institute of Contemporary Art @ MECA: 522 Congress St, Portland
• Archaeology Above Ground - Manmade objects, both mundane and precious,
are employed to reveal the secrets of the natural world. Featuring artists Tina
Rath, Matt Hutton, Meg Brown Payson and Peter Schellenberger; Artist talks
on Nov. 19th, Nov. 24th, Dec. 1st and Dec. 3rd.
• On view through Dec. 20th, www.meca.edu
Museum L/A: 35 Canal St, Lewiston
• Rivers of Immigration: Peoples of the Androscoggin - Lewiston/Auburn
immigrants from Somalia, China, Pern and other nations share their journeys
to Lewiston-Auburn through photographs and personal stories. Interactive
writing wall invites visitors to share their thoughts and stories of immigration
to the area. Student admission: $2
• On view through July 2010, www.museumla.org

CHARLES THAXTON
ASSISTANT ARTS & LIVING EDITOR

Joel and Ethan Coen’s new film,
“A Serious Man,” deals with themes of
misfortune, guilt and divine punish¬
ment. The movie revolves around the
question, “why must bad things befall
good people?” The film looks at this
question stylistically, but never truly
investigates it thoroughly.
The film is set during the late
1960s and focuses on the life of Larry
Gopnik. Gopnik, played by Michael
Stuhlbarg, is a middle class, Jewish
physics professor at a university. His
family includes his divorce-seeking
wife, his stoner son preparing for his
bar mitzvah, his self-absorbed daugh¬
ter, and his unemployed, criminal
brother who crashes on his couch.
Throughout the film, Larry con¬
fronts death, denial of tenure, and the
slow decay of his family life. Structur¬
ally, the film follows Larry through his
search for meaning. Tonally, the film
utilizes the customary bleak style of the
Coen brothers. In this way, the film is
totally enjoyable, as it cashes in on the
cartoony kitsch and dark humor that
colored many of the duo’s previous
films. Their latest film is unmistakably
entertaining, and is much closer in feel¬
ing to their acclaimed comedies, such
as “The Big Lebowski,” than it is remi¬
niscent of works such as “No Country
for Old Men” or “Fargo.”
While “A Serious Man” may ap¬
pear to follow the trajectory of a
“Candide” or Job story, where mis¬
fortune upon misfortune befalls a
character who eventually derives
a moral lesson from the disasters

he or she
encounters,
MOTH
the film is
actually the
antithesis of
this catego¬
REVIEW
ry. The Coen
brothers’ lat¬
est is exploi¬
tive in its cruelty. Indeed, the film
makes it clear that it will not offer
easy solutions or explanations to
life’s difficulties. Larry often ap¬
peals to rabbis with questions that
search for meaning, but no one
around him is able to offer council,
comfort or solutions.
The film’s most brilliant and rec¬
ognizably “Coen” sequence involves
an anecdote recalled by the second
rabbi: a Jewish dentist discovers He¬
brew characters engraved on the in¬
sides of his patients’ teeth reading
“help me.” The dentist is disturbed
and becomes devoted to solving the
mystery. The dentist believes it is a
sign from God, however, he comes
up answerless and eventually forgets
the entire incident. In this way, the
film dwells in the realm of mystery
and displays an uncertainty regard¬
ing the logic that governs unfortu¬
nate events.
Dwelling in this territory is
arguably both the greatest weak¬
ness and largest advantage of the
film. While the film is not truly
hopeless in its message, the Coen
brothers’ film falls short at times
by concealing too much. The
film’s completely ambiguous con¬
clusion confirms that viewers are
meant to derive their own inter¬
pretations and invent their
own answers. Many will
enjoy the style and humor
of the Coen brothers’ lat¬
est film, only a few will
find fulfillment.

Voted Lewsiton Auburn’s Best Hair Salon & Colorist
SALT Institute for Documentary Studies: 561 Congress St, Portland
• More Than a Rapsheet [the real stories of incarcerated women] Confrontational portraits are paired with raw and compelling poetry and prose
written by women (as mothers, daughters, lovers and rejects) from within
Maine’s correctional facilities. Portrait photography by Christine Heinz.
• On view through Dec. 4th, www.salt.edu
SPACE Gallery: 538 Congress St, Portland
• Distance Don’t Matter - A dynamic installation by New York based artist
SWOON and her collaborators brings a street art aesthetic to the gallery,
combining found materials with graphic prints and paintings.
• On view through Dec. 18th, www.space538.org
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Hair Styling

(207) 782 - 9046
124 Ash Street
$59 dull foil and cut
for new clients
www.orbithair.com
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Led by Veterans,
Women's Squash
Looks to Re-Claim
Its Top -10 Ranking
ALI BLANKSTEEN
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The women’s squash team’s national
ranking slipped to 14th place in 2009,
and the lady Bobcats are eager to reclaim
their traditional spot in the top-10 as they
hungrily await the start of the 2009-2010
season. The team will be lead by Co-Captains Hannah Laverty TO and Whitney
Roller TO, who respectively ranked first
and second on the team last season.
Although the team said goodbye to
four seniors who held the third, fourth,
sixth and ninth rankings on the team,
five highly talented first years have
stepped in to help the team reach new
heights in 2010.
Cheri-Ann Parris T3 has come to
Bates from her home in Barbados, where
she represented her country in both the
World Junior Championships and the
Cayman Island Open last year. Parris will
likely hold the top ranking for the Bob¬
cats, bringing a new dimension to the
team with her extensive talent and expe¬
rience in the international arena.
“I’m really excited to see how hav¬
ing a new number one will change
things for our team,” said Roller. “We
had a bunch of 5-4 losses last year and
it would be great to hopefully turn
those in our favor this year.”
Other newcomers include Ali Bragg
T3, Liza Dorson T3, Carlie Rice T3 and
Megan Ruth T3. Rounding out the ros¬

ter are returning players Mimi Neal T2
and Courtney Talcott T2. Field hockey
and lacrosse standout Morgan Maciewicz TO will play on the team for the
first time in her collegiate career.
Despite the promising array of old
and new talent, the Bobcats remain
incomplete as they await the return of
veterans Anna Hogeland ’ll, Stephanie
Cabot ’ll and Emily Russell ’ll, who
will rejoin the team at the start of the
second semester following their return
from studying abroad.
The Bobcats’ schedule features a
collection of nationally ranked pro¬
grams including perennial powerhouse
Trinity College. New to the schedule
this season are Brandeis, Boston Col¬
lege and Denison.
“I’m really excited for this season,”
said Head Coach Pat Cosquer. “The cap¬
tains are doing a great job and have re¬
ally positive attitudes on and off court.”
Cosquer also noted that the team
has been incorporating weekly yoga
sessions to regular on-court training to
help with flexibility and prevent injury
during the long season.
The team is scheduled to compete in
21 regular season matches - six of which
will be hosted at the Bates Squash Center.
The Bobcats will play their first
four matches of the season this
wekeend against Tufts, Wesleyan,
Boston College and Connecticut Col¬
lege in a round-robin at Harvard Uni¬
versity in Cambridge, MA.

Women's Hockey
Starts Fast as they
Blast Mt. Holyoke
and Beat UMaine

BRIDGID DUNN/THE BATES STUDENT

Members of the women's hockey team go through drills prior to the weekend's
games against the University of Maine and the University of Connecticut.

PAUL LOMBARDI
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Bates Women’s hockey team
got off to a fast start to the season with
big wins over Mount Holyoke College
and the University of Maine. The Bob¬
cats record dropped to 2-1 with a loss
to the University of Connecticut last
Sunday.
The women’s club team opened the
season with a dominating 7-0 road win
over Mount Holyoke. Emily Bechtold
T3, Kathleen Boyland ’ll, Shauna Mulvihill T2, Lauren Slipp TO and Kara
Sullivan TO all scored for the Bobcats.
Goalie Chelsea Bolton T2 earned the
shutout as she played a flawless game

in the net.
In a non-league match against the
University of Maine last Saturday, Bates
dropped the Black Bears with a re¬
sounding 4-1 victory. Rachel Laaff TO
scored two goals for Bates in the team’s
home opener.
Bates lost its first game of the sea¬
son on Sunday against the University of
Connecticut 4-2. Fatigue was a factor as
the team traveled four hours to Storrs,
CT, to play its second game in less than
24 hours.
The team plays a non-traditional
doubleheader with Northeastern this
weekend. The teams will meet at the
Underhill Arena at 2:30 p.m. on Satur¬
day before heading south to Massachu¬
setts to face off at 11:15 a.m.
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Leberman Honored by

No Shortcuts

ESPN The Magazine,

in the Recipe

Named to Academic

for a Gold

All-District Volleyball

Medal...Take

Team for District 1

Note from
Samuelson
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12
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Liz Leberman '10 was named to the ESPN The Magazine Academic All-Dis¬
trict Women's Volleyball Third Team in the College Division of District 1.

MARIA ROUVALIS
STAFF WRITER

Meet Liz Leberman TO, the girl who
does it all. A history and Spanish major,
volleyball tri-captain and standout play¬
er, Leberman received her most recent
accolade this past Thursday when she
was named to the 2009 CoSIDA ESPN
The Magazine Academic All-District
Women’s Volleyball Third Team in the
College Division of District 1.
This award is granted to the na¬
tion’s top student-athletes, reflective of
Leberimpressive statistics, both on the
court and in the classroom. She ends
her Bates volleyball career as a fouryear starter and two-year captain, sec¬
ond on the team in kills with 2.39 per
set, digs with 2.61 per set and in serve
receptions with a .905 percentage.
In addition to her impressive
statistics, Leberman also maintains
a 3-77 cumulative GPA. If simply
reading her statistics is overwhelm¬
ing, how does she manage to create
them all in the first place? The an¬
swer is by leading a well-balanced,
disciplined, passionate lifestyle that
is tremendously inspiring.
Leberman’s interest in volleyball began
with summer fun until a role model and
a good friend who played the sport con¬
vinced her to try out for her high school’s
team. Once she started, she was taken with
the sport and “just fell in love with it.” After
her school’s fall varsity season was over, she
played on a travel team during the winter
and spring. When she began her college
search she knew she had to think about
where she wanted to go with the sport, and
at first, she was unsure.
“I thought I might try to play in col¬
lege, but never really knew if I was at
the college-playing level,” she said.
Her primary focus was always academics.
“I never was going to base [my col¬
lege decision] on volleyball, but I hoped
to go somewhere where I could play,”
Leberman added.
It was not until the end of her se¬
nior season when her team won the
State Championship that she knew she
wanted to make the leap in commit¬
ment.
“We had such a good season that
year. It really motivated me to get re¬
cruited after that,” said Leberman. “I
wanted to keep playing because it was
so much fun.”
Soon after her State Championship
title, Leberman spent a night at Bates
where she gelled with the girls on the
team and the student community, mak¬
ing her decision an easy one.
History and Spanish have also been
long-found interests for Leberman.
“History was always my favorite
class in high school ... [and] I’ve really
liked the major here,” said Leberman, who

has also pursued her interest in Spanish.
“It was funny, because I took Spanish in
high school and wasn’t planning on go¬
ing that far with it in college, but I came
to Bates and really enjoyed the classes, so
I stuck with it because I decided I wanted
to go abroad to Spain.”
Of her abroad experience, Leber¬
man noted the relation between her
two majors that she discovered while in
Andalusia, Spain.
“It was a mix between my Euro¬
pean history and my Spanish. It was
the perfect place to go. There were a
lot of primary sources in Spanish, and
it would have been hard to have those
in another language,” said Leberman in
reference to the materials that now in¬
form her honors thesis.
“It’s about the function of an iden¬
tity formation in the regional movement
of Andalusia, Spain after the death of
[Francisco] Franco,” said Leberman.
Leberman is focusing on how
Franco repressed movements trying to
gain regional autonomy from factions
in Central Spain. Her semester abroad
was instrumental in forming ideas for
her thesis.
Writing an honors thesis and deci¬
phering a second language to enhance
it is a lot in and of itself. Add that to a
successful varsity volleyball season and
one wonders, how does Liz not only
balance, but also excel in both? It all
comes down to organizing her time and
keeping a disciplined schedule.
This is a simple concept, but as
college students, it is harder than it
sounds. Having volleyball, Liz says, in
fact helped her organize her time.
“I think time management is the
most important thing, especially during
volleyball season. It’s almost easier be¬
cause you have such a forced schedule,”
said Leberman. “I got used to spending
most of my free time during season in
the library. You end up having less time
to do fun things, but then when the end
of the season comes, you have so much
more time, it makes it easier to get the
same amount of work done.”
Liz’s hard worik has clearly paid off. She
has been very successful, but she never ex¬
pected such an award to come her way
“I actually had no idea what it was,”
recalled Leberman with a smile. Her fa¬
ther was the one who enlightened her.
“My dad saw it was posted on the Bates
website, so he called and told me that
I got it.”
Liz’s well-rounded, down-to-earth
personality is evident and her story of
pursuing her interests is one to admire.
Liz is the first volleyball player to
represent Bates on this prestigious list
of All-Academics since it was estab¬
lished in 2005 - a sign that there are
more accomplishments to come from
this Renaissance woman.

Marathon when we met up on Friday
morning. Samuelson set a new course
record for women over the age of 50
when she ran a blistering 2:49:09 over
26.2 miles.
Do the math. That is 6:27 per mile.
That is fast. Faster than a majority of the
Bates student body can run one mile.
And she is 52.
Even more impressive is that Samu¬
elson has slowed down only 28 min¬
utes since her then world-record time
of 2:21:21 set in Chicago in 1985. She
has lost just about one minute per mile
over the last 24 years - a statistic that
defies much of what we learn about hu¬
man physiology.
So, how does she do it?
The answer is simple, and it has
everything to do with her passion for
running, her family, and her desire to
spread her important messages about
life longevity, environmental awareness,
and the strength of women in society
(prior to her gold medal run in 1984,
women were considered too weak to
run the marathon distance).
Despite feeling slow and tight on
Friday morning, Samuelson mustered
the strength to take me on an eight
and a half mile loop. We conversed
the entire time, and within 20 minutes I
learned two important things about her.
First, she does not take shortcuts
when she runs. Whether it is literally
cutting distance off of a run by taking
the shorter of two roads home, or just
simply cutting a corner while turning
onto a new street, Samuelson does
not take shortcuts. If you cannot pick
up on the significance of this, then I
will tell you that it is also a metaphor
for how she has run (pun intended)
her life.
Whether it is raising her children to
be the best possible kids, being the best
possible wife or simply running a loop,
shortcuts are not part of her program.
I found this out the hard way.
At every turn, Samuelson would run
to the outside of the apex before run¬
ning across and making her way onto
the new street. Like a true champion,
I either cut the corner or ran past the
turn because I could not tell if she was
turning or not.
Second, I learned that she is the
most modest athlete that I have ever met.
While my list of connections with great
athletes is short, Samuelson continually
impresses me with her humbleness and
interest in matters unrelated to her.
My proof of this statement is that
her gold medal is not hung in her bed¬
room or displayed in a trophy case.
“It is in a junk drawer,” said her
daughter Abby, a senior, JA, and twosport captain at Bates. “If you had asked
her to show you, she might not have
found it because that drawer is so full
of stuff.”
Samuelson dodged many of my
questions about her only to ask ques¬
tions about what was happening in my
life. She wanted to know about my the¬
sis, the ski team and my plans for next
year (Abby, you lied when you told her
that you were the only senior who had
no plans).
I eventually got her to talk me through
her career, and after listening without in¬
terrupting once, I told her that it was an
honor for me to run with her.
Samuelson ran the Boston Mara¬
thon in the spring of her senior year at
Bowdoin College in 1979. She came in
as a highly successful collegiate cross¬
country and track athlete but had no
marathon experience.
No one expected her to win the race
and take eight minutes off of the wom¬
en’s course record, but she did. It was
here that Samuelson realized her dream
as a professional runner.
Similarly, after getting arthroscopic
knee surgery 17 days before the Olym¬
pic Trials in 1984, no one expected
Samuelson to return healthy enough to
win the race, but she did.
Nor was she picked as the favor¬
ite in the inaugural women’s Olympic
marathon in Los Angeles later that
year, but she beat all of her rivals by
over a minute.
I am running the Boston Marathon
this spring, which precisely puts me on
the same path as the start of Samuelson’s unforgettable marathon career.
The only difference? Well, I will let
you figure that out.
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Men's Squash Shaping
Up For Intense Winter
of Competition
ALI BLANKSTEEN
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

With a whopping 21 players on the
men’s squash team, the Bobcats have
both the talent and depth to reclaim
their usual top-10 national ranking. Last
season, the team was robbed of their
place in the top-10, forced to settle
for a still impressive 11th place rank¬
ing. The team will be led this season
by Tri-Captains Kush Mahan TO, Jordan
Greenberg TO and Will Katz ’ll.
Katz, Nick Echeverria ’ll and Doug
Compton ’ll are currently abroad and
will rejoin the team in January.
Among the nine newcomers on the
men’s team, Eric Bedell T3, RJ Keating
T3 and Nick Kourides T3 have already
shown tremendous potential in pre¬
season play and are expected to play
pivotal roles for the Bobcats.
Much like the women’s team, the
men’s schedule includes a wide array
of new competition. The team is sched¬

uled to play in 25 regular-season match¬
es, 11 of which will be held at the Bates
Squash Center.
Head Coach Pat Cosquer proudly
noted that the Bobcats will challenge
squash powerhouse Trinity College at
home. This is noteworthy because the
Trinity team has never before accepted
invitations to travel to Bates to compete
in previous years.
“My expectation is that we will be
top-10 in the nation and that we will
beat Williams,” said Greenberg.
Helped by the new depth of young
talent, Greenberg is confident that the
team will come out of the gates strong
and maintain their momentum through¬
out the season. Having lost to the Ephs
in both of their matches last season, the
Bobcats are eager to redeem themselves
against their NESCAC rivals.
The men will travel to Harvard Uni¬
versity this Friday and Saturday to take
on Tufts, Wesleyan, Brandeis and Con¬
necticut College before returning back
to Lewiston on Sunday to host Trinity.

Bobcats Drop Season
Finale at Hamilton
24-14, Finish 1-7

2009/2010 Season
Brings Excitement
For Women's
Basketball Team
HARRY POOLE
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

Despite losing Val Beckwith’09, the
second leading scorer in Bates women's
basketball history, to graduation, the
2009/2010 season looks promising for
the women’s basketball team. Beckwith
was the only starter to graduate and the
team returns standouts including TriCaptains Lauren Yanofsky TO, Kellie
Goodridge TO and Jessie Igoe ’ll.
Yanofsky is coming off of her best
season in which she averaged 12.3
points per game and 5.3 rebounds per
game. Both totals ranked second be¬
hind Beckwith, and Yanofsky’s role for
2009/2010 will be instrumental to the
team’s success.
With Yanofsky and Goodridge as
the only seniors on the team, Head
Coach Jim Murphy will rely heavily on
the depth of the younger classes - espe¬
cially his talented group of sophomores.
Leading the strong group of second
year players is standout point guard An¬
nie Bums T2, who led the team in as¬

sists, free-throw percentage and steals
per game in 2009. Bums started all 25
games as a first-year and will be count¬
ed on as the floor general for the sec¬
ond straight year.
The team returns eight players from
last season’s roster and welcomes six
first-years including Basia Braboy T3,
Sarah Robinson T3, Allie Beaulieu T3,
Colleen Garvey T3, Taryn O’Connell
T3 and Bri Hawkins T3. The first-years
will provide more depth to the alreadytalented roster.
The women have eight home games
on their regular season schedule and
the highlight is the weekend of Janu¬
ary 22nd and 23rd when longtime rivals
Bowdoin and Colby come to Alumni
Gymnasium as the three schools battle
for the CBB title.
Despite losing one of the best play¬
ers in program history, the veteran
leadership provided by Yanofsky, Go¬
odridge and Igoe should mix with the
infusion of young talent as the Bobcats
begin their quest for the NESCAC Cham¬
pionship.

KATE FITZGERALD/THE BATES STUDENT

Bates wide receivers line up In formation during a practice earlier in the fall. The Bobcats dropped their season finale at Ham¬
ilton College, 24-14. It was the first time that Bates lost to Hamilton since 2003.

PAUL LOMBARDI
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Bates was unable to build off of its
big victory over Bowdoin, dropping the
season finale 24-14 at Hamilton College in
Clinton, NY, on Saturday. The loss marks
the first time that the Bobcats have lost
to the Hamilton Continentals since 2003.
Bates finishes the season 1-7.
Bates got on the scoreboard early
with help from the defense. On sec¬
ond down and 11 from the Hamilton
26 yard-line, Continental quarterback
Dan Peters threw a short pass that was
picked off by Kevin Helm T2, who
returned the interception 32 yards to
the Hamilton one-yard line. On the
next play, Bobcat running back Patrick
George T2 dove into the end zone to
put Bates ahead 7-0 with 4:22 left in the
first quarter.
Hamilton quickly tied the game on
the ensuing possession when Peters

BOBCAT
OI THE WEEK

Devin Dills 51I
Dilts finished in
17th place last Sat¬
ie NCAA
Regional Champion¬
ships. The finish
earned him All-New
England Honors for
the second consecu¬
tive season. Dilts
led the Bobcats to
luth place out of
% teams that ran in
the race. His stand¬
out race qualified

Bobcats Fight with the Big Boys
PAUL LOMBARDI
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The men’s hockey team rallied in
dramatic fashion to win its first game
of the season against the University of
Maine Black Bears before losing this
weekend to Boston College. The Bob¬
cats are 1-1 to start the season.
Against the Black Bear’s club team,
Bates struggled early and trailed 3-0 at
the end of the second period. The Black
Bears took a commanding 4-0 lead in
the beginning of the third period.
Bates finally got on the scoreboard
with 8:04 remaining in the final period
when Wes Chaput 10, last season’s
leading scorer, knocked in a rebound
off of a Dan Roop 10 shot. With 5:21 re¬
maining in the game, Charley Stern 13
scored his first goal as a Bobcat to cut
the deficit to 4-2.

pionships held in
Cleveland, OH, next
Saturday

*

1

With 4:36 remaining in the game.
Hamilton capped a 12-play 71-yard
drive with a nine-yard touchdown pass
from Wilson to Ryan Cray. The score
gave Hamilton a 17-14 lead.
Bates was unable to move the ball
during their next possession and was
forced to punt to Hamilton with just over
four minutes remaining in the game. An
18-yard touchdown pass from Wilson to
McCullough Shriver with 1:46 left sealed
the victory for the Continentals.
The loss was the career-ending
game for 15 senior Bobcats: Tri-Captain Tom Beaton, Tri-Captain Matt
Sherburne, Tri-Captain Kyle McAllister,
Tom Berry, Alex Gentilli, Matt Gregg,
Bill Jennings, Mark Liu, Roy Lockhart,
Rich McNeil, Justin Medeiros, Dave
Myerson, Judd Smith, MacEgan Starrett
and Sean Wirth.
Bates ended the season in a threeway tie for the Colby, Bates and Bow¬
doin (CBB) title. The three teams have
not shared the honor since 1995.

Chaput Brothers Do Damage,

■x him for the NCAA
Division III Cham-

I

found Ben Tomaszewski for a 67-yard
touchdown reception. Hamilton took
its first lead of the game after a 30-yard
field goal from George Taylor early in
the second quarter that put the Conti¬
nentals up 10-7.
The Bobcat defense came up with
another big play in the second quar¬
ter. With less than six minutes remain¬
ing in the half, Hamilton drove into
Bobcat territory. On 2nd and 14 from
the Bates 27 yard-line, Kyle Starr T3
sacked Peters nine yards behind the
line of scrimmage. The hit forced Pe¬
ters to fumble the football and Tyler
Kuehl T2 picked up the ball and ran
59 yards for the touchdown. The score
put Bates ahead 14-10 with 5:40 to go
in the first half.
Unfortunately for the Bobcats, that
would be their last touchdown of the
season. Back-up quarterback Lance Wil¬
son came in to relieve a rattled Peters
and took charge of the Continental of¬
fense in the fourth quarter.

i

Wes Chaput added two more goals
in the final five minutes to tie the score
and pick up the hat trick. The two
squads headed into sudden death over¬
time tied 4-4.
The Bobcats wasted no time in the
extra session, scoring just 32 seconds into
overtime. Wes Chaput set up his younger
brother, Cam Chaput 12, for the game¬
winning goal. The Chaput duo had a
combined four goals and four assists for
the Bobcats in the 5-4 victory.
On Saturday, Bates traveled to Foxboro, MA, to take on the Boston College
club team. BC got on the board first but
Wes Chaput tied the score on an unas¬
sisted goal with 15 seconds remaining
in the first period.
BC picked up two more goals in the
second period to take a 3-1 lead but the
Bobcats bounced back.
Cam Chaput scored with four minutes
\

to go in the second period. Miles Davee
11 and Wes Chaput assisted on the goal.
The Bobcats played a tough third
period and goalie Joe Doody 11 came
through with some key saves for Bates
but an empty net goal sealed the 4-2
victory for BC.
After winning the NECHA Champi¬
onship last year, the Bobcats moved up
one division and have shown that they
can compete with the better teams.
“Before the season started we knew
we had a good team but we didn't know
how well we would match up with
teams in the new league,” said Doody.
“After our first two games we know we
can and will compete and we want to
show everyone that we can play with
the big schools.”
Bates will be looking for revenge
against BC as they host the Eagles this
Saturday in Underhill Arena at 4:20 p.m.
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25 Years Women's XC
Men's XC
Later 11th, Seniors 10th Behind
and She
Lead the Way Dilts, Brecher
is Still
As Good
as Gold
HARRY POOLE
MANAGING SPORTS
EDITOR

I am not speaking
from experience, but
I can imagine that it is
difficult to be a wife, a friend, a sister
and a mother of two incredibly gifted
RYAN RICE/THE BATES STUDENT
children, yet still find time to speak and
Co-Captain Abby Samuelson TO (left), Esther Kendall T0 (middle), and Co-Captain
present throughout the country, run ev¬
ery day, set an age group record in the Katie Bash T 0 (right), battle against Colby's top runners earlier this fall.
New York Marathon, and act as the host
COREY HILL
Esther Kendall TO led the way
of one of the country’s most prestigious
STAFF WRITER
for Bates, finishing a strong 34th out
10k road races.
of the 315 competing women with
There is only one woman I know
a time of 22:53.7. Kendall’s finish
who can accomplish all of these things,
Fighting through nasty weather and was strong enough to earn All-New
and I had the incredible opportunity to
injuries, the Bates women’s cross coun¬ England honors, which are given to
go for a run with her last Friday morning.
try team was able to come away with a the top-35 finishers. The last time a
Celebrity athletes amaze me, and
strong 11th place finish this past Saturday Bates runner won All-New England
even though she is a good family friend
at the NCAA Division III Regional Cham¬ honors was in 2006.
and the mother of one of my best
pionships, held at the Twin Brooks Recre¬
Following Kendall and also running
friends, Abby Samuelson TO, Joan Benation Area in Cumberland, ME.
strong races were Samuelson in 49th
oit-Samuelson still fits that description.
The Bobcats' 317 points edged (23:12), Co-Captain Katie Bash TO in
She is like a combination of wonderout Tufts by just 10, though it was not 52nd (23:16) and Jenny Monsulick T2
woman and Michael Jordan, except she
enough to place them in front of rivals in 77th (24:00).
is utterly and uniquely her own superColby and Bowdoin, who finished 7th
“This was a great way to end. We
star.
and 9th, respectively.
had a number of PRs yesterday which
There is a life-size poster of her in
Unfortunately for the team, Jen Mit- was exciting to see, and it was really ex¬
the Freeport Nike factory store, a statue
ton ’ll was forced to drop out of the citing to see Esther make the all-region
in front of the Cape Elizabeth, ME, town
race after suffering an Achilles tendon team,” said Samuelson.
library and an entire building dedicated
tear. Mitton has consistently been the
For the seniors on the team, this
to her on the Nike campus in Beaver¬
fourth runner for the Bobcats, so her race marked the end to their colle¬
ton, OR. Samuelson is the greatest ath¬
absence was felt.
giate careers.
lete to hail from the state of Maine and
With Mitton not finishing, the
“It was awesome to run such a big
if you want to include athletes that have
Bates squad was left without a key meet so close to school,” said Samuel¬
attended a Maine college or university,
scoring runner.
son. “The Bates fans were awesome and
she still wins with Paul Kariya, a former
“Had Jen finished where she normally I know that everyone really appreciated
NHL superstar, a distant second.
does, I think we would have been much the support yesterday.”
Some of you might have had the
higher in the overall rankings,” said Co-Cap¬
Looking ahead, the Bates wom¬
pleasure to meet her at some point
tain Abby Samuelson TO.
en will turn towards a very talented
in your lives and some of you might
Though Mitton’s injury had an im¬ group of first-years to lead the team
know who she is because of her spar¬
pact on the overall results, Samuelson in 2010. If the team can avoid the
kling career as one of the best mar¬
noted that Ngoc Pham TO and Lindsay injuries and illness that proved prob¬
athon runners in the history of the
Cullen T3 raced well, which helped to lematic this season, the team should
sport. However, running is a sport that
fill the void.
be strong for the coming seasons.
gets little attention in our society, and
I am confident that many of you do
not know Joan Benoit-Samuelson and
why she is important.
For starters, she won the gold medal
in the first women’s Olympic marathon
in Los Angeles in 1984, set the marathon
world record in Chicago the following
years (it was broken 18 years later in
2003) and is the founder and host of
one of the country’s biggest 10k road
races - the Beach to Beacon, held in her
hometown of Cape Elizabeth.
Take out the gold medals and world
records and I might still write this col¬
umn about her for all she has done
Nick Schmiemann TO, all of whom have
PATRICK KING
for the sport of running and the state
STAFF WRITER
proven themselves in the NESCAC.
of Maine. She has been a tremendous
Also adding to Furbush’s deep
ambassador for both sport and state
bench
are Dave Curley TO and Neil
throughout her exceptional career, and
After falling to Williams in the quar¬ Creahan TO, who will both bring tough¬
I wanted to share the story of a woman
terfinals of last season’s NESCAC tour¬ ness to the back court.
that has impacted all of us whether we
nament, the men’s basketball team will
A solid group of first-years have al¬
know it or not.
look to start and finish strong this year ready impressed Coach Furbush with
While the gold medals and world
as they open at Keene State College in their intensity and effort in the first two
records are our standard measurements
Keene, NH„ next weekend.
weeks of practice. Leading the group
for greatness, they only tell a part of the
The previous three seasons ended are Eddie Bagdonovich T3 and Mark
story with Samuelson and, as a close
prematurely for the men, with losses in Brust T3. Local Auburn native Kyle Philfamily friend and friend of her daughter,
the quarterfinals each time.
brook T2 will see a lot of playing time
I wanted to learn more.
In his second season in charge, again this year with his fast break men¬
I took it into my own hands to get
Head Coach Jon Furbush will look for tality and defensive pressure.
the true story behind Samuelson’s ca¬
leadership from key returning veterans
If the approach taken by the team
reer as a marathon runner, Nike ambas¬
to lead them in a run through the NES¬ in tryouts and early practices is any in¬
sador, and one of the most inspiring
CAC tournament. Look for second team dication of their form, get ready for an
athletes of the 1980s.
All-NESCAC member and Tri-Captain intense and high energy performance
While I know Samuelson quite well,
Chris Wilson TO to be dangerous again from the Bobcats all season.
I can honestly admit that I felt like a
on both sides of the ball as he solidifies
With only eight home games, the
child leading up to my morning run.
himself as one of the premier players in team expects to see a hostile Alumni
She is a hero of American running, an
the conference.
Gymnasium at every one of them. The
idol for male and female runners all
Fellow Tri-Captains Marshall Hatch weekend of January 22nd and 23rd is a
across the globe, and I, Harry Poole,
TO and Brian Ellis TO will take some of highlight weekend as Bates will battle
was the lucky soul that got to go for a
the pressure off of Wilson’s shoulders Bowdoin and Colby for the CBB title in
one-on-one morning run with her? It
on the offensive side of the ball.
Alumni Gymnasium.
did not add up, and I viewed the day
Hatch will provide a boost with his
This year’s team has worlds of po¬
as if I was going to play h-o-r-s-e with
ability from behind the three-point line tential and the players fully plan on be¬
Michael Jordan, hit some balls at the
while Ellis’ versatility in and out of the ing a presence in the NESCAC.
driving range with Tiger Woods or play
post will prove difficult for opposing
Coach Furbush noted that his team
home run derby with Albert Pujols.
defenses to solve.
is clicking on all the right cylinders and
It had been almost two weeks since
Joining Ellis in the low-post are
her record-breaking New York City Jimmy O’Keefe TO, Alex Gallant TO and just needs to execute its game plan in
order to succeed from the start.

Men's Hoops
Primed for
NESCAC Run

See "NO SHORTCUTS", page 10
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Co-Captain Doug Brecher TO (right) leads a pack of Bates runners in a meet
against Colby earlier in the fall.
KATIE BASH
STAFF WRITER

The men’s cross country team was
led by All-Region performances from its
two captains at the New England Divi¬
sion III Regional Championship held at
the Twinbrook Recreation Area in Cum¬
berland, ME, last Saturday.
Both Devin Dilts ’ll and Doug
Brecher TO earned their second re¬
gional honors and paved the way for
the Bobcats’ 10th place finish out of
48 teams.
“We weren’t even ranked in the top
10 coming into the season and we were
13th last year, so for us to finish 10th
was really great, “ said Brecher.
Dilts covered the 8k course in a time
of 25:52.5, good enough for 17th overall

out of a field of 323 competitors. Bre¬
cher ran with guts and tenacity, as he
missed a large part of the season due to
illness. He compensated for his earlier
absence with a 27th place finish and a
time of 26:10.4. Conor Welch TO also
had an exceptional race as he bounced
back from an injury with a solid 46th
place finish and a time of 26:28.6. Tom
Esponette ’ll was fourth for Bates and
6lst overall, followed by Sean Colligan
T2 in 82nd (27:05.8), Ryan Rice T3 in
84th (27:09.6) and Andrew Wortham T3
in 109th (27:28.6).
Both Colligan and Wortham were
also plagued with injury and illness ear¬
lier in the season.
“The team had some bumps and
bruises along the way, but we pulled it
together for this race,” said Dilts.

Swimming and
Diving Ready
for New Season
KATIE BASH
STAFF WRITER

The Bates swimming and diving
teams will kick off their 2009-2010
season this Saturday with a home
tri-meet against NESCAC rivals Wes¬
leyan and Trinity.
Last year, the team sent three female
athletes to compete at NCAA Champi¬
onships. Co-Captain Katelyn Drake TO
achieved All-American status in the 100yard backstroke for the second time in
her collegiate career. Charlotte Green’ll
also competed at NCAA’s last year, and
just narrowly missed All-American hon¬
ors in the 100-yard freestyle. The team
graduated their third NCAA competitor,
Kelsey Lamdin ’09, who was an eight¬
time All-American diver.
The men’s team also had an exciting
season last year as they broke 13 team re¬
cords at March’s NESCAC Championships.
The team will be led by Co-Captains
Jake McNaughton TO and Peem Chatikavanij ’ll on the men’s side while
Drake and Sarah Reingold TO will
captain the women. Head Coach Peter
Casares believes that the team has both
challenging and exciting things to look
forward to this season.

“The challenge will lie in the daily
workouts and their ability to stay fo¬
cused on their technique and goals,”
said Casares. “If that happens, I suspect
the energy and excitement on deck
could be unparalleled at each meet this
year.”
The team retained a core group of
athletes who had success last year.
“Knowing that we are returning all
four ladies on every relay record and
three out of the four on the men’s side
adds to our belief that the team has the
right ingredients to do something spe¬
cial this year,” Casares said.
Casares added six first-years on the
men’s team and seven on the women’s
team and he believes this will add a
component to the team’s overall depth.
“Every first-year has what it takes to
be a contributor.”
Overall, Casares believes that the
team has shown steady improvement
over the last two years. Moreover, with
“a young nucleus,” he believes the team
will continue to score more points in
both dual meets and NESCAC champi¬
onships.
The Bobcats will get the chance to
prove him right when they compete
against the Cardinals and the Bantams
on Saturday.

